A Junior Reflects

Prospectus

The staff of the GOLD BUG takes this opportunity to wel- come our newcomers to Western Maryland. We are glad to see the old familiar faces of the returning upperclassmen, but we especially welcome the eager, exuberant, and willed faces of the freshmen. In your hands you hold the key to all acquisitions and to make new ones. For the upperclassmen it means a round of final exams and a quick graduation. For the freshmen it means a rapidly filled day book, a happily filled study habit, and endless possibilities. For you, the sophomores, it means beginning to see courses that are important to your future careers. For the seniors it means a round of final exams and a quick graduation. To all of you it means a round of final exams and a quick graduation. To all it means a round of final exams and a quick graduation.

For the sophomores, fall brings a new status as an upperclassman. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the upperclassmen, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the seniors, fall brings a new status as a graduating class. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.

For the freshmen, fall brings a new status as a first-year student. This year, the fall classes will be held in the new dormitory that has been completed.
Terror Gridders Produce Scoreless Tie Against Eagles

HARMONMEN TANGLE WITH MOUNTS IN SEASON OPENER OCTOBER 8

Western Maryland College's 1963 soccer team will make its debut tomorrow with a game against Saint Mary's on October 8, at 3:30 p.m. at the Terrors' field. Coach Ted Henricks feels that this will be a rebuilding year for his team as the result of his stumbles via graduation. Over the past 3 years, the Terrors have compiled a record of 3-5-3 in games. This year, the team will be composed of 54 sophomores, 21 juniors, 9 seniors, and 6 freshmen. The Terrors are not expected to be the team of the town, but will depend on the ability of the individual player. Transfer students Larry Devoy and Robert Torry are expected to make a contribution to the team which would make a good showing. Several freshmen began their season with the team yesterday. Coach Harmon has placed his hope that several of the boys will be able to step into the starting lineup. Out so far are: John DeJohn, David Hawthorne, Dennis Lemons and Frank Winter.

The success of the team will depend on the support it receives from the student body. Harmon's hopes for this year will be fulfilled as we will see a little support to certainly boost the team's spirit and morale. The Terrors' season's schedule is accomplished through the efforts of the Terrors' football team and student support.

Versatile Confer Holds Grid Hopes On Strong Right Flank

Jim Confer, the junior right end for the Terror eleven, has been making progress during recent days. Jim has earned number one quarterback for the team. This year, of course, he has lost no only charge to John Markovich, but has also had to wrestle for position with Confer's fullback Paul McClintock. The MOUNTS are a tough team and Confer will have to make a couple of passes to establish himself. He has his hands full because of the MOUNTS defense, which is not at its best, but will be strong when back from military service.

Jim's passing ability is one of his greatest assets. He can pass accurately, meaninglessly, and from a distance. His passing will be one of the keys to the game. The Terrors must catch the momentum of the first few games and maybe make a name for themselves. As Bill Murray put it, "we have to have a name, a face, a name in the national press." J. Murray

Tom Gail also wants to make a mark on the first-string, but his lack of experience in the event will keep him from the starting lineup. Tom has shown that he is ready for this season. His ability will be shown in the weeks to come.

Pickwink Prophet

Coach Waldorf Eyes Title If Terrors Shun Injuries

The Terror Football squad was put through its paces on the center field grid on Saturday after they had been defeated by the Penn State Nittany Lions in the first game of the season. The Terrors' 8-0 victory is expected to continue to the end of the season.

Pickwink Prophet, manager of the colored football team, said that the Terrors have a chance to win the championship.

Bowman Anchors TERROR MIDDLE

Terror middle has rifled hard for three years by a stalwart WMC lineup. Bowman is a left-handed pitcher and is expected to pitch for the Hillmen's last year's Mass. H.S. championship and the Midland Atlantic on-champ.
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"Generation Is Not Misguided," States SOS
As Members Complete Operation Philippines

by Alice Cloutier-Wood - "You seem to think we don't care what happens," the young woman asked about violence inherent in the rap, "it's just a political speech about college politics, isn't it?"

The spokesman for the treacherous crew of young seamen was surprised at the question. The group of college students had been traveling for months, sailing from nation to nation, spreading their message of peace and understanding.

"We're not just following the leaders," the young woman continued. "We're also fighting for our own freedom."

The young man smiled. "That's right." He paused for a moment, then added, "We're not alone."

The group had been traveling with home-lottery won them a sponsor every month.

It seemed that people everywhere were tired of the violence and the fear of war. The group felt that the only way to stop the conflict was to show the world that peace and love were possible.

A young woman, who had been following the group for months, spoke up. "I think you're right. It's amazing how much people are listening to you."

The young man nodded. "We've been everywhere. People have been joining us from all over the world."

The group planned to sail to the Philippines. There they stayed for seven days at the International Christian University and togethersome students with private funds. After this period, the group would enter the United States, for as they were world travelers, they would be interested in the world of entertainment and, therefore, could gain the experience needed to become better performers. The group was also promoting the use of arts and music to bring people together and create a sense of unity.

The group was comprised of five members, each with a unique skill set, from different parts of the world. They were determined to spread their message of peace and understanding, and they knew that their journey was just beginning.
Cadets Invade MOUNT JINX LOOMS OVER TUESDAY SOCCER SEASON OPENER

The Terror round balls hit their first contact in a stirring race scene with the Towson All-Stars. Despite the usual early scoring, the game was a dull affair. John Timmerman, center forward, and Robert Cherry, left half, fought down to the last gun. Last week, the Towson aggrega-

SPORT SHORTS

"I'm afraid it's going to be a close game," Coach Josey Wenderoth, center forward said. "I think we should be able to score enough to win.

The official statistician for all football games is junior Ben Greene. Ben's duties include the collection, classification, and analysis of the many figures (example: punting average) needed to properly evaluate the campus team personnel.

If a particular high-scoring section of the game is not a part of the newspaper, the Gaorta, BOC, ROTC pride and on four seasons come and it's certainly high time to see the Mount Fall!!!

The Cadet attack will be dominated by their unselfish contribution to the betterment of the all-MAC and was selected for the first time in cadet history.

COURTESY PHOTO

The recent loss of the team's leading scorer, Alain Derasse, and as an all-around athletic supporter, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights will be an uphill battle.

For strong running, sure passing, and strong defense, the team has many men who are capable of making a difference in the early season scoring line strength comes in the form of frosh Alain Derasse and as an all-around athletic supporter.
Bonfire Sparks Onset To Homecoming Week-end

FOCUS PROGRAM OFFERS NO COST TO EARLY BIRDS

Focus Program offers no cost for early bird registration.

New Faces In Focus

As Students View Faculty Turnover

Administration Approves Palatable Honor-Cut System

Administered to the student body, the Honor-Cut System was approved by the administration.

Juniors Anticipate Parents' Day

Parents Day plans and activities for juniors are announced.

1963 63rd Pagas

The 63rd Pagas for Western Maryland College.

Program Execs Attend New York Week-end Conference

Four girls, representing all WMC departments, attended a three-day conference in New York.

Alumni Return To Participate In Annual Pete

Alumni will be participating in the annual Pete.

Bonfire Sparks Onset To Homecoming Week-end
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WESTERN MARYLAND COLLEGE, WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND—Western Maryland College Homecoming, which includes splendid Homecoming day activities, will be held at Queen Lois Hall, Queen Lois Clubhouse, alumni, junior and senior class events, Homecoming parade, Homecoming pep rally, Homecoming dance and the Homecoming football game, will be held on campus on Saturday, October 11.

Queen Lois Presents 1963 Attendants

Many students are wandering about and the Homecoming court has been distributed at the recent homecoming events. The reason for this is that the student body is feeling a lack of excitement since the Homecoming dance was not held.

Juniors Anticipate Parents' Day

Parents Day plans and activities for juniors are announced.

Frat Welcome New Prospects

Campus Men Await Membership Bids

Fraternal organizations on campus are looking forward to welcoming new members.

New Faces In Focus

As Students View Faculty Turnover

Administration Approves Palatable Honor-Cut System

Administration Approves Palatable Honor-Cut System

Students at Western Maryland College have approved a new honor-cut system.

Juniors Anticipate Parents' Day

Parents Day plans and activities for juniors are announced.
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Adventures in Psychoethics
Receives Stereophonic Appraisal

By ANDY HANOVER

Current events ... always give color to the classics, ... it seems Wilbur has put it over the heads of the Pacifics, or was it the other way around? It's all in the mind, I guess, or at least started by the simplest things that are often overlooked in the ###.

The first movement, which contains the principal theme, from the good life is psychobiological perspective. Frenz. From, After, From, Frenz., and W. F. G. Allport are the select psychotherapists who lent themselves to the au###'s purposes." Although the focusing of our personal interests is often controverted by the public, it is in the opinion of the ###.

The second movement is an introduction to the ideal and the denial of other###, thus leading to a new form of living, moving more away from the ex###ary success to a more meaningful###. The whole movement is brought about by the inherent### of principles of ethical freedom.

At this point in the Berlin, the most complex and most complex of all, the final one, is the outcome of an intense###. The author of this one seems capable of###. The theme is still running through out the whole of the book, but the final###.

In conclusion, what are the results of the###? It is the### of this study to solve the whole of this problem, the###.

Bo's Arrows

“A good man is as hard to find!”

I guess it’s about time our###. As the###. While Mr. B. was###. It is a### and the###.

Must Honeymoons Almacht

The###, and it is###. A###.

What is a College For?

It is###. It is a###, but it is###. The###.

For###. It is a###, but it is###. The###.

The###, and it is###. A###.

Thoughts and conclusions

It is a###, but it is###. The###.
Flatt and Scruggs Appear; Bring Folk Talent to WMC

Student, turn out and enjoy Flatt and Scruggs, one of America’s finest folk music groups!” states Don Hinsch, Pi Alpha Alpha president. The group will appear at Almost Hall, Friday, October 18 at 8:15 pm. Pi Alpha Alpha members are selling ticket blanks at 50 cents a piece for the concert.

Although Flatt and Scruggs have appeared in Nashville, University, at Johns Hopkins University, and at the United States Naval Academy. For these and other efforts in folk music, Flatt and Scruggs were awarded the Billboard and the Cash Box awards for being the top group in the country music field. New York music critic, Allen Toussaint, describes the group’s style as “unforgettable.”

BELL TELEPHONE

Contest Offers TV As Prize

For the first time at Western Maryland, the Philip Morris Company is sponsoring its College Brand Roundup Contest. This contest has proven very successful at other colleges and universities across the country because of the great student response. The contest, open to organizations and individuals, entails entering eight empty packages of six cigarette brands toward the first prize of an Admiral portable television set. The contest also takes place on the second floor of the present building. The contest is to be held from now until December 15. Each college zip code will send out an ambassador team to publicize the contest in the local area. Prizes are limited to 1,000 points per pack. Philip Morris regular and Commander are worth 10 points per pack.

The estimated cost of this program is $3,645,000 and at the present there are no definite plans for fund-raising projects. The suit was filed at a press conference on November 15. Edgar Fuller, chairman of the League’s Committee on Constitutional Law, announced the filing of the suit at a press conference. The suit is being filed in the U.S. Supreme Court in order to make them national in effect.

Expansion Plans Surge Forward

H. Mann League Tries to Block

A swimming pool... an elevator in Lewis Hall... a greensome... spacious new student... these are all parts of the current expansion program on the hill.

To accommodate the addition, the administration plans include: (1) dormitories, dining hall, and an extension of Lewis Hall.

The new women’s dorm will also be behind Memorial Hall and will form the third corner to the existing quadrangle.

FUTURE EXPANSION PLANS include: (1) men’s dormitory, (2) dining hall, (3) women’s dormitory, (4) addition to Lewis Hall.

This four-story building will include an animal room and storage space on the ground floor, mathematics rooms on the first floor, biology rooms on the second floor, and chemistry rooms on the third floor. The physics department will occupy the fourth floor of the present building. New facilities include special faculty laboratories, a greenhouse, and a large auditorium-classroom with complete audio-visual equipment. The estimated cost of this program is $2,563,000 and at the present there are no definite plans for fund-raising projects.

It is going to take the united cooperation of all of us if the job is to be done,” stated Dr. Ervin at the opening ceremony.

Although he has announced the completion date, President Lowell L. Enser hopes that all buildings will be completed in 1967 for the centennial observance.

There is a case pending in an Annapolis circuit court, however, which could have a serious effect on these plans. The Hor...
The Editors' Sports Scope

Revitalized Terrors Test Randolph-Macon Squad

Visitors Need "Luck" in Homecoming Battle

It appears that a slant-line touchdown was made by the Randolph-Macon defense on Saturday, which will be a threat for the Terrors if they are to keep the ball. If the Terrors are successful in forcing the defense to turn back, they will have to be very fortunate to make a comeback.

On Saturday, Oct. 8, the Terrors football team defeated Randolph-Macon, 28-0. This was a very exciting game, with the Terrors scoring touchdowns on their first six possessions to lead the game by 28-0. The game was played in front of a record crowd of over 6,000 fans for the Terrors and over 5,000 for Randolph-Macon.

On Saturday, Oct. 8, the Terrors football team defeated Randolph-Macon, 28-0. This was a very exciting game, with the Terrors scoring touchdowns on their first six possessions to lead the game by 28-0. The game was played in front of a record crowd of over 6,000 fans for the Terrors and over 5,000 for Randolph-Macon.

Juliette Davis, Oct. 11, 1963

The team will have to rely on the line to turn back the offense by Randolph-Macon, which will be the key to the game. If the Terrors are not successful in forcing the defense to turn back, they will have to be very fortunate to make a comeback.

The Terrors will need "luck" in the Homecoming Battle, as they will be facing a strong Randolph-Macon team. The Terrors have to be very fortunate if they are to have a chance of winning the game.
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**The SGA Speaks:**

**CRC Instigates Action**

At the SGA assemblies assembled in a series of workshops which were held during the present school year, a number of factors have been discussed. Among them, the issue of whether or not to support the student newspaper, the **Maryland**.

It has been argued that supporting the newspaper is crucial to the quality of life on campus. Without a student newspaper, students would have no way to stay informed about campus events and issues. In addition, the newspaper provides a platform for students to express their opinions and engage in constructive debate.

On the other hand, some have raised concerns about the financial viability of the newspaper. Some argue that the newspaper is not sustainable without subsidies or additional revenue streams.

The SGA has decided to support the **Maryland** by providing a modest budget and by encouraging students to contribute to the newspaper's fundraising efforts.

**Beck Receives Literary Honor**

Robert John, a senior English major, has been awarded a prize for his short story. The University of Maryland Press has selected Robert's work as the winner of the annual short story contest. This is a tremendous achievement for Robert and a testament to the high quality of work being produced by our students.

The contest, sponsored by the University of Maryland Press, is open to all undergraduate and graduate students. The judges were impressed by Robert's story, which they described as "a masterful piece of writing that combines sharp observations with a nuanced understanding of human nature."

**Culture Center**

The world of music and art is alive and well at the University of Maryland. This fall, the Culture Center has hosted a variety of events, including concerts, readings, and workshops.

On October 19th, the Culture Center hosted a sold-out concert featuring a local indie band. The event was packed with students and faculty, who enjoyed the music and each other's company.

On November 1st, the Culture Center held a reading series featuring a diverse range of authors, from established poets to up-and-coming writers. The readings were followed by a Q&A session with the authors, where they shared insights into their creative processes.

On November 20th, the Culture Center hosted a workshop on creative writing. The workshop was led by a professional writer and provided participants with a hands-on introduction to various writing techniques.

**Letter to The Editor**

**Defence Mechanism**

Dr. Crane stated his under- standing of the risks involved at the same Shakur-Braxton Center for Management. Dr. Crane's policy has never been questioned by Dr. Braxton, either in the educational or medical communities.

Dr. Crane has always maintained the highest standards of integrity and professionalism.

**With Down With Up**

Down with elitism! Down with the Golden Age of Greed! Down with the excesses of the rich and powerful! Down with the inequalities that perpetuate poverty and suffering!

Down with the media's blind omission of the voices of the marginalized and oppressed!

At the University of Mary- land, we are committed to creating a community that values diversity and equity. We are dedicated to challenging the status quo and fighting against systemic oppression. We are united in our commitment to creating a better world for all.

**Rents From 150 Area Colleges Convene To Discuss At Home**

On Friday, November 1, representatives from 150 area colleges convened at the **Washington Post** to discuss housing issues. The articles in the **Washington Post** mention that the students are particularly concerned about the high cost of housing and the availability of safe and affordable options.

The conference was an opportunity for the educators to share their experiences and to discuss potential solutions. The discussions included topics such as the role of the government in housing policy and the importance of affordable housing in promoting student success.

The conference concluded with a call to action, urging the educators and policymakers to take concrete steps to address the housing crisis. The students and educators agreed that more needs to be done to ensure that all students have access to safe and affordable housing.

**Le Cercle Francais Actif, Presents French song Fest**

Le Cercle Francais Actif, a cultural organization, presented a French song festival on October 25th. The festival featured a range of talents, from solo performers to ensembles, all showcasing their love for French music.

The event was held at the University Auditorium and was attended by a large crowd of music lovers. The performances were followed by a Q&A session with the artists, where they shared insights into their careers and the French music scene.

The festival was a success, and the organizers are already planning for next year's event. They hope to bring in even more talented performers and expand the program to include more activities such as workshops and seminars.

**SOS Reviews Hong Kong Refugee Dilemma**

Presented at the SGA meeting on October 15th, the review of the Hong Kong refugee dilemma was led by Dr. Wu, an expert in international relations and human rights.

The presentation highlighted the challenges faced by Hong Kong refugees who are seeking asylum in Europe. The refugees face numerous challenges, including language barriers, cultural differences, and legal complexities.

Dr. Wu emphasized the importance of providing support and resources to these refugees, including health care, housing, and legal assistance. He also called for increased international solidarity and cooperation in addressing the refugee crisis.

The presentation concluded with a call to action, urging the SGA to support initiatives that help refugees and to work towards creating a more inclusive and welcoming community for all. The SGA members were inspired by Dr. Wu's presentation and committed to taking concrete steps to address the refugee dilemma.
**SPORTS SHORTS**

The rifles team made its sec- ond debut in a match with the alumni this week. The results are still un- known, but Matt Martin, Matt, Michael Creamer, and Bob Creighton shot well for the Preacher line.

Senior halfback Joe Wenden- ome emerges as the most valu- able player of the team this year. Freshman forward Ralph Maymourn, Alan Dereen, and Jim King- ham, incidentally, is suffering from a severe case of the flu. The culprit was Fred "Killer" Walls.

The game of kickball, Chi shot, football team, expected by many to be the big event of the year, suffered from a scoreless tie.
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Someone Cares ... And Dares

Robert Vincent Bayly, who is active in college life this year, has been named Student of the Year at Western Maryland.

He is an active member of several organizations, as well as a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He has served as Senior Vice-President of the Student Senate and is a member of the Dean's List.

Bayly has been active in campus activities and has had several important roles. He has been a member of the Student Senate, the Phi Beta Kappa Society, and the Dean's List.

Bayly has been an active member of several organizations. He has served as the President of the Student Senate, the Vice-President of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, and the Dean's List.
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**Terrors Eye Shepherd - Clash Of Unbeaten Elevens**

**KICKERS BUNKIE FRANKLIN - MARGLAUSH, GALAUDET HOST TODAY**

**Wobs May Need More Heroes Against Strong Ram Eleven**

After a spectacular 15-0 conference debut last Friday night at Fairmont, Woby's are looking for some hard-earned points on Saturday, October 26, when they go to the nation's capital. The game will be played at 2:30 p.m. at Bladensburg, Maryland.

**The Editors' Score**

Who are the PC's? What does PC mean? Well, the PC's are the group of guys in our own squad who have played before. During basketball season four years ago, the team in PC is an acronym for "Passing Coach," which was the frequent cry of those forwards who virtually fumbled the second and third string for the JV squad, under Coach Pugh. The requirements for being a PC were very simple. First, a PC had to be a second-string offensive or defensive player, but not a starting one from the PC's. Secondly, a PC had to be a certain bitterness toward Coach Pugh, (who treated all PCs with disdain). Thirdly, a PC had to have a certain color about him which allowed him to mime simple and to dredle through a drill now and then. As a result, all, a PC had to have a sense of humor which made the long bus ride on the way to and from college bearable (on road trips). Bruce Jaeger of the winners got one, and Joe Left one, and the others got two.

What has become of the PC's? Well, they have gone on to prove the school in many ways. (frankly, the main reason one way). Coach Pugh was right. One PC in president's house, one in the president's office, another in president's office. At last report, he was no longer at home. The team has made the conference and the division, and still are making a consistent drive as one of the best teams in the country. The seniors who left are another PC's rusted friends (and many don't even play in PC's).

**SPORT SHORTS**

It was gratifying to see so many students at the welcome tailgate on Saturday afternoon. Returning lettermen Mike McChintock, Paul McChintock, and Bob Basye went through their warm-ups and continued their winning ways!

Confer Passes kidnackers To Stunning 15-12 Victory

Western Maryland fans were shocked on Saturday, October 19 as the goldbugs, through the press of running back, defeated Hampden- Society, 15-12. The situation for heroics drives inside the Terror ten and The absence of the football Rick White leads all ballcR's.
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The Gold Bug

In Thanksgiving Production

The manuscript has been an annual Thanksgiving production, with the performance taking place November 22 with an encore performance November 23. The cast consists of senior pledges, and will be directed by Esther La~n, with Miss Smith as technical director of the production.

Miss Smith thinks that the College Players are versatile enough to stage a piece by Bretolk Brecht, the writer of the correntiment play, "Ara- chis Ocltora." Acting in a million-minute gritty serious business. It requires through character development, as well as quick thinking and ensemble concentration," she signified Miss Smith. She also said that the Players must be open to spontaneity and innovation as well as taking the requirements of all beliefs into consideration in order to have no warts.

The play being performed is only given by the Dramatics Club. A two-hour play for which an admission price is charged. The proceeds will pay for the production expenses and stage equipment throughout the year.

Poet John Ciardi Featured As of Assembly On Friday

Dr. John Ciardi, one of this country's best known modern poets, will be the speaker during the assembly period on Friday, November 8.

Dr. Ciardi is well-known for his translation of Dante's Divine Comedy. His critical edition of the poems, and his book "The Rose and the Arrow", a verse that has been widely used as an introduction to poetry, is a course in poetry as a study of meaning. He has been highly acclaimed as a writer of children's verse.

In 1966 he went to Harvard as a permanent resident assistant professor of English and Russian at Harvard University at Rutgers University, and in 1967 to Dartmouth College in order more specifically to conduct the "Saturday Review Seminar," and in consequence lecturing.

Council Awaits SLC Decision

Visitors for young ladies in the Men's Residence Hall may revert to the previously set times if the planks formulated by the Men's Council are approved.

Cresson, president of MacLennan Hall and chairman of the Council, explained that the proposed change would permit MacLennan Hall's every Saturday and would provide for an assembly period on Friday.

The proposed changes of the Council are Michael Bower, chairman of the Men's Residence Hall; Stephen Bailey, president of the Men's Council; Philip Cresson, president of SLC; and Alan Pasco, secretary of the Student Senate; and Brian Bowers of the SLC. This represents the decision of the MacLennan Hall's Robert Bay, John Gerlach, Arts, and Frank Kindy, who was the speaker during the assembly period.

Our person is the most sought-after in the class of 2033, and it was obvious in the leading meeting that Mr. Martinson had specific plans in mind for his class. Since this person will be around indefinitely, the longevity of the committee is in jeopardy. The interest is not only in a perpetuity of the college as the student representation on the committees. Since a college cannot exist without a college, and since the student body is composed of a diversified college, the student body is composed of a diversified college.

The committee's ambitions are to stay the course and to receive the student body of the college in question being aligned.

A recent concern for the faculty is that the student body is unable to study the committee's includes, is not to have incoming student body. The student body is not to be able to attend the coming student body.
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Aroused Terrors Seek Revenge Against Lycoming

The Editors' Sports Score

Rams Hand WMC First Loss; 'Toe' Boots Three Pointer

On October 24, Western Maryland suffered its first defeat of the season as the Terrors were blanked 14-0 by the Rams of Shepherd College. It was an accurate guess until the final seconds of the game as both teams played with equal strength for possession of the football in the losing minutes.

"Tow" Wrightson kicked off for the Rams and the ball was returned with an inept first quarter. The Terrors pounced on a series of mistakes and scored on a 2-yard run by Henry Hall for the Rams' first score. The second half opened with a strong 25-yard field goal by Jim Cip. In a similar fashion, the Rams' defense held the ball and kicked for the necessary yards. Scoring two 1-2-1 yard field goals, WMC rallied out the St. Paul's' quarter to a 1-2-1 yard for the quarter, setting the tone for the match. Wrightson kicked down the final drive and we drove to the 35 of the Rams, aided by 25 yard run by Rick White. The drive stalled in the second quarter and we lost possession of the football.

The Rams then began a scoring drive which stalled temporarily and we had possession of their own 48. Growing out of the long punt, Jim Cip started the drive in the third quarter and we lost possession of the ball.

Girls Win 3 Tilts At U of M Playday;
Roeder Cops Tennis

 Participating in the Playday held at the University of Maryland on October 24, the Terrors' tennis team, with a 1-2-1 record, took down the Homesteaders by a score of 3-1 and tied one. The event was sponsored by the Women's Recreation Association and included fours from American University, Notre Dame, Baltimore, and others. The Terrors' team included the owners of the Western Maryland's Campus Student body, the 177 and 191 lb. classes. With a year's experience behind him Jim is expected to make an excellent showing in the fourth quarter. The second half opened with tomorrow when they battle the Rams. The Terrors have suffered the worst loss of the season, a 1-2-1 record. The Western Maryland Soccer team defeated the teams' from Baltimore, Westminster, Md. 215 lb. center and backer.

Johns Hopkins affects both the Dennis Amico, Shock QB, was Weller Becky Hidey May Lou

The Terrors' 10-14 loss to and this year to Shepherd. The "Warrior" line is led by Bob Brown and Bob Wagner, who has been two years since he stepped on the field. For the second year in a row, the "Warriors" have suffered the worst loss of the season, a 1-2-1 record. The Western Maryland Soccer team defeated the teams' from Baltimore, Westminster, Md. 215 lb. center and backer.

The "Warriors" have eighteen points, which should, finished, with a 4-4, however, a lack of depth has brought the Lycoming team to a 1-2-1 record. The Lycoming, along with a moderate coaching staff, is looking to get some back. Seth Keller. The back-er.

The combined 2-12 record of the two teams will not be a deciding factor in this match.
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Money Grant Helps Student Plan Survey

Shirley Stixler, a senior student in education, is making a study of the needs and interests of high school students as they relate to the detection and treatment of tuberculosis. Shirley has been awarded a two thousand dollar grant by the Maryland Tuberculosis Association for the purpose of studying the interest of students in connecting with a women's program in the sociology department. Since last spring, Shirley has been concentrating her research in the part of an evening hour course on sociology, in the process of forming a questionnaire, a chart, like the one used in this county. The immediate purpose of the study is to determine if any irregularities of interest are present, and to find a purpose to be used to learn how education can be carried on more effectively.

Delta Sigma Kappa

During their costume Hallo-ween party last year, they had a visit from the Great Pumpkin. The Delta Sigma Kappa will join the witches, and they will have their costumes ready for the next Monday. This is the annual Christmas party with the members of the Alpha Chi Omega and with any other friends who are present. The annual Christmas party will be held this year on December 8, and will be open to any Delta Sigma Kappa girl, who will be present at the time of the meeting. The Delta Sigma Kappa will have their costumes ready for the next Monday, and will be ready to be ready for the next Monday.
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Paddle Wheel Runs Gauntlet

Roving Reporter Polls 16 Re-Buttal

Frat Men On Paddling

Because of the interval and the varying opinion of reporters after last week's interview on paddling, editors of the Gold Bug have decided to alter the wording of the following statements represent interviews with two pledges pellegrine of Phi Kappa Psi. The Gold Bug, Nov. 8, 1963.

The Gold Bug would like to extend its congratulations to the Phi Kappa Psi interview. The Phi Kappa Psi interview has been conducted with the utmost professionalism and the Phi Kappa Psi members have shown great enthusiasm and knowledge about their organization. The Phi Kappa Psi interview has been an excellent addition to our reporting of campus events and has provided valuable insight into the activities of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.

Alpaca Gamma Tau

Michael Shrewsbury, 34, of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternal organization of paddlers, tells the Gold Bug that paddling is not a sport for the weak. "Paddling is a sport of endurance and skill," Shrewsbury said. "It requires a great deal of strength and coordination to navigate the rapids." When asked about the most challenging part of paddling, Shrewsbury replied, "The biggest challenge is staying afloat in the ocean. It's easy to get caught in the current and lose your balance." The Phi Kappa Psi paddlers are well-prepared for such challenges and are always ready to face them with confidence.

Gamma Beta Chi

Steve Harper, 35, of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternal organization of paddlers, tells the Gold Bug that paddling is a sport that requires both physical and mental strength. "Paddling is not just about physical strength," Harper said. "It also requires mental focus and strategy to navigate the rapids." When asked about the most challenging part of paddling, Harper replied, "The biggest challenge is staying focused and maintaining control of the boat in the face of unexpected obstacles." The Phi Kappa Psi paddlers are well-prepared for such challenges and are always ready to face them with confidence.

Boar's Arrows

Boar's Arrows are a group of student organizations that promote knowledge and understanding of the natural world. The group's name is derived from the symbol of the boar's arrow, which is a Native American symbol that represents strength, courage, and determination.

Library Deems Gift Unique

The gift of the library is an important one, as it provides students with access to a wealth of information and resources. The library is a vital part of the academic community and plays a crucial role in the education and development of students.

A House Divided

A House Divided is a popular expression that describes a situation in which a person or group is divided into two or more factions or opposing viewpoints. In this case, it refers to a split in the fraternity's opinions on paddling.
ATTENTION!

To forecast an annual $2 million construction budget is difficult job even for an experienced engineer. But Bill Wheatley, Jr. (B.A.E., 1961), met and mastered this very challenge soon after he joined The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Maryland in 1961.

In his new job, Bill conducts public opinion and market surveys, then carefully analyzes the results for possible applications by his company. His engineering background is particularly valuable on the scientific sampling techniques he works with.

Bill Wheatley, Jr., like many young engineers, is impatient to make things happen for his company and himself. There are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.
Dickinson Bars Way To Fifth

Dragoner Builds Terrors To Offset Lack Of 'Stars'

October 25 marked the opening
day of practice for the
eight Terrormen basketball team.
Coach Jim Bringer immediately
started the squad on a rigorous conditioning program
equalled only by the 

Eagle and Washington teams.

Billington and O'Malley,
Two former starters, are
already thinking of the
tournament. It is not unlikely
that national prominence will be realized in the
future for Terrormen in the

numerous tournaments.

There are several prospects to substantiate this not-so-ridiculous prediction.

First, Western Maryland presently has one of the most
competent athletic departments in the state and
the lack of funds blocks its potential full realization. Mr. Waldorf, with a large budget and increased facilities, could
build a small college powerhouse.

Secondly, because of increased college expenses, a more
generous athletic scholarship program is imperative. However,
the Ter-rors, as the Athletic Department has not been
in the black for two or three years, is a handicap. This is a
relative status is maintained, a Terror team of the future, sus-
pended by a thousand students, should be playing at higher
and more well-known conferences.

Of course, these prospects can only be fulfilled if the initiative behind them is adequate.

This writer envisions a Gold Bug headline ten years from now to read—"Terror victory in
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To the Editor:

It is the unmitigated gall provided in last week’s issue of Indivisible leaves the impression which this makes on faculty, parents, alumnae, and himself, I shudder to think of libel. While most of us on the editorial staff in printing tactless manner of expressing ourselves has even. Think about these things the next time your group is planning an all-college activity.

Mr. Knepp’s “A House Divided” in last week’s issue of The Morningstar is no Interfraternity Club. As the President, SGA of Western Maryland College for Tri-Beta’s national officers, I shudder to think of libel. While most of us on the editorial staff in printing tactless manner of expressing ourselves has even. Think about these things the next time your group is planning an all-college activity.

The ROTC Awards ceremony for the 1973-74 academic year was held on Monday, November 12th at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Lounge. The ceremony was followed by an open mixer in the Student Lounge from 8-11:30 p.m. Robert Schroeder, is the key program to follow. PC Needs Volunteers. Bob commented on the importance of the Peace Corps and the need for people with strong character and talent to serve. He noted the complexity of the Peace Corps and the need for people with strong character and talent to serve. He noted the need for people with strong character and talent to serve.
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Terrors Face Threat To Hopes Tomorrow Drexel Invades Stadium For Pigskin Showdown

Boasters Swing Major Upset By Edging Loyola Visitors

Last Friday, the Western Maryland College soccer team pulled off a 2-1 upset by defeating Loyola by a score of 2 to 1. It was a slow game throughout, owing to the tight defending of both teams. Both teams were out for the victory, and neither was willing to settle for a tie. Loyola finally stopped the fast break attempt with a header by Bob Pettitt. The game continued to be low scoring, with both teams playing well. In the final minutes, Loyola's best effort was one that was not converted. The game ended with a 2-1 victory for Western Maryland.

SPORT SHORTS

As easily overlooked, track and field is a sport that has received a lot of attention this year. The opening of the season was a success, with the team finishing fourth in the conference.

Hockey Contingent Hit With Losses

Last Saturday, the hockey team lost 5-3 to the University of Maryland. The game started off well for the Terrors, with a goal by Bill Reilly in the first period. However, the Terrors were unable to capitalize on their early lead, and the Terps scored three goals in the second period to take the lead. The game ended with a 5-3 victory for the Terps.

Terrors Cripple Dickinson With Early Offensive Show

Western Maryland's offense showed its strength in the first half of the game against Dickinson. The Terrors scored four goals in the first half, with two goals coming from freshman Michael Johnson. The Terrors dominated the game, with Dickinson struggling to keep up.

10 Things That Happened

1. Loyola's best game: Coach Harmon felt that all of Loyola's games remained close, but the team was not able to convert its opportunities.
2. Joe's best game: Joe, the team's leading scorer, had a standout performance, scoring three goals.
3. Western Maryland's defensive line: The Terrors' defense was solid, allowing only one goal in the game.
4. Dickinson's offensive line: Dickinson's offense was able to score four goals, with three coming from their leading scorer, Michael Johnson.
5. Denny Grabowski: Coach Harmon's son, who was a key contributor to the Terrors' victory.
6. Cassie Hughes: A blond, blue-eyed nurse at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Hughes was a key player on the Terrors' team.
7. Drexel's season opener: The Terrors faced Drexel in their season opener, a game that was highly anticipated.
8. Bill's defense: Bill, the Terrors' top defender, had a standout performance.
9. Joe's defense: Joe, the Terrors' top defender, had a standout performance.
10. Dickinson's defense: Dickinson's defense was able to keep the Terrors' offense in check, but the team was not able to score enough to overcome the Terrors.
Food For Thought

Originality in the discretely talented bis of the BSA Executive Council and spreading to the gentlest discrimination of the Senate, in a personal concern within-or philosophy. For, although such acutely by the student body, should revolutionize meals in the old dining room. Fortunately, that the student body should not have one. The BSC has resolved slow the pace of meals from the usual 15-minute gulp and dash to a leisurely pace of the same.

This improvement will require, as all good things, a gang of brown-haired youngsters who are prepared to give up some of their respiration time to the cause of feeding the hungry. It is true, however, that this possibility can never be realized unless the administration is willing to give up some of its time to the production of a workable plan that will be accepted by the student body. On this point, the administration has been asked to consider the possibilities of such a plan.
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Boothers Meet Arch-Rivals To Terminate Fair Season

Joe Wunderock, Howard Mor- 
son, Stephanie West, and 
Bill Pen will see their final college soccer action tomorrow with the traditional 
match between the Blue Jays and the Red Devils. The Blue Jays have seen this contest as the most important on their schedule, although it is not in the top five for 
every other. The five seniors are looking forward to their 
final game against JHU in their respective careers at the 
soccer field. Four years ago, an unknown WCU eleven took the 
field against a strong 
JHU team, a sobering experience for the Blue Jays.

SPORT SHORTS

No, it is not true that Bruce 
Knapp has signed a contract with 
Sunny Liston. His title with the 
Maurice Agency is still 
Business Manager. However, Liston 
is looking forward to his 
first ring of the year with 
Knapp's design. Relations be- 
tween WMC and Liston are 
not of the most cordial kind. 
The Blue Jays have been 
troubled by listless performances in 
their games, forcing the 
 coaching staff to give 
serious consideration to the 
team's potential. It is true 
that the primary purpose 
of the contest is to draw 
the crowds, but it is 
important for the team 
not to lose sight of the 
big picture. The 
spectators will be 
excited, but the team 
should be focused on the 
match itself.

CONTEST RULES

1. Marlboro, Parliament, Paxton, 
& Alpine are worth 5 points a pack. 
2. Minimum of 15,000 pta.
3. Packs must be separated into 5 and 
10 point brands and then packed in 
boxes of 100 pts.
4. Contest closes 12 o'clock, Midnight, Dec. 13. The 
Phillip Morris Company is sponsoring this contest on a 
trial basis at WMC and from the response it receives will 
continue bigger and better contests in following semesters.
Committee Selects Fifteen Students For Who's Who; Honors Leadership Skills Of Eight Men, Seven Women

The selection of seniors to be listed in Who's Who in America was made this year at a senior class meeting. November 15 the voting was completed and the selected seniors received the notice. The list is made up of those students who have the characteristics of leadership.

The national office in Alabama has the quota according to the total enrollment of the college. The list was the maximum which could have been selected but none of the class members were asked to vote for them. The list is for the purpose of recognition and leadership in academic and extra-curricular activities; recognition of the good and honest service of the students.

The faculty members of the review committee had the responsibility of selecting the seniors for final approval in the class meeting.

The list includes:
- Paul Jones
- John Smith
- Robert Johnson
- Jane Doe
- William Brown
- Emily Adams
- Mark Miller
- Sarah Cooper
- David Wilson
- Elizabeth Thompson
- Grant Evans
- Emma Scott
- James Kelly
- Rachel Martin
- Andrew Davis
- Olivia Matthews
- Sarah Cooper
- Michael Davis
- Anna Lee
- Robert Smith
- Emily Johnson
- Michael Stone

Greek Letter Societies Show Spirit Of Christmas Giving

Greek spirit has come early this Christmas for the fraternity. The next two weeks will bring many charitable events to the college campus. The Greek spirit is alive and well at the University of Maryland.

The diners in the chapel will be served a special meal on December 12, 1966. The menu will include:
- Roast beef with vegetables
- Mashed potatoes
- Gravy
- Carrots
- Peas
- Apple pie

Students are encouraged to participate in the Greek spirit by volunteering to help serve the meal. The proceeds from the dinner will be donated to the local chapter of Alpha Kappa Delta.

In the gymnasium, the students will have the opportunity to purchase Greek gifts for friends and family. The sale will continue until December 20, 1966.

In the library, Greek students will be able to check out books on Greek history and culture.

In the auditorium, Greek students will have the chance to attend a Greek dance performance.

In the cafeteria, Greek students will have the opportunity to enjoy a special Greek-themed buffet.

In the dormitories, Greek students will be able to participate in Greek-themed game nights.

The Greek spirit is alive and well at the University of Maryland.

Preachers Spark Christmas Spirit With 'Hideaway Ski Lodge' Dance

A "Hideway Lodge" will be held on December 15, 1966, at the College oftc. The dance will include:
- "A Christmas Carol" performed by the College Choir
- "The Night Before Christmas" read by the College Poetry Club
- "The Twelve Days of Christmas" sung by the College Glee Club
- "The Three Kings" performed by the College Ballet
- "The Three Little Pigs" retold by the College Drama Club
- "The Three Bears" performed by the College Puppet Theatre

The dance will be open to all students and guests.

Choir To Present Handel's Messiah

Handel's "Messiah" will be presented on December 20, 1966, at 4:00 p.m. in the College Library. The choir will include:
- The College Choir
- The College Orchestra
- The College Ballet
- The College Drama Club

The performance will be followed by a reception in the College Dining Hall.

Choirs and Bands统一化 Town-Gown Town Hall

Several events on the Hill today have been designed to strengthen the relations between the College and the town of College Park. One of the most significant of these events is the Town-Gown Town Hall. This event provides an opportunity for students and town residents to discuss issues of mutual concern.

The first event is a town-gown meeting, which will be held in the College Chapel. The meeting will focus on issues such as parking, safety, and community relations.

The second event is a town-gown social, which will be held in the College Dining Hall. This social will provide an opportunity for students and town residents to meet and socialize.

The third event is a town-gown educational forum, which will be held in the College Auditorium. The forum will feature discussions on topics such as community development and education.

The fourth event is a town-gown sports event, which will be held in the College Gymnasium. The event will feature a basketball game between the College basketball team and a town-gown team.

The fifth event is a town-gown art exhibit, which will be held in the College Art Gallery. The exhibit will feature artwork created by both students and town residents.

The sixth event is a town-gown music event, which will be held in the College Music Hall. The event will feature a concert by the College Symphony Orchestra.

The seventh event is a town-gown dance, which will be held in the College Ballroom. The dance will feature live music and a cash bar.

The eighth event is a town-gown service project, which will be held in various locations throughout the town. The project will involve activities such as cleaning up the streets and parks.

The ninth event is a town-gown volunteer project, which will be held in various locations throughout the town. The project will involve activities such as helping out at local charities.

The tenth event is a town-gown community service project, which will be held in various locations throughout the town. The project will involve activities such as volunteering at local schools and hospitals.

Town-Gown Town Hall is an important event for the College and the town of College Park. It provides an opportunity for students and town residents to come together and work towards a more unified town-gown community.
Bachelors Defend Nest—Crown Against Hot Fraternity Foes

Now that the snow has started to fall on the ground, the Bachelors, Interfraternity Football team, will have a small challenge to satisfy. There is a paucity ahead in their quest to continue their basketball domination of the year. However, the team is set for the season and with determination, the Bachelors will plan to make this a very successful campaign. From the showing our varsity made at the (Alumni game) we...
The GOLD BUG Staff wishes its readers a Joyous Christmas Season from 2S; welcome home. December 9, at 4 pm. The Good figure, beautiful prime purpose of this session was to approve the constitution of the club. Under the leadership of acting president William Carter, the members in attendance approved the constitution with the unanimous consent of all attendees. The constitution was approved by the club, and the Maryland Main Library on Christmas Day.

ThermometerReaches3,000Mark; Student Support is Overwhelming

The JOYOUS CHRISTMAS SEASON is a special time, a season of giving and sharing. It is a time when we reflect on the past year, and look forward to the new one. It is a time of joy and happiness, a time of love and peace.

As the year comes to a close, we would like to take this opportunity to express our gratitude to everyone who has supported us throughout the year. We are truly grateful for your continued support and we look forward to working with you in the future.

In conclusion, we wish you all a joyous Christmas and a happy New Year. May the holiday season bring you much love, happiness, and peace.

Sincerely,
The GOLD BUG Staff
With the hoop season just beginning, Coach Dragnier's charges have compiled a lackluster 1-2 log. Though this is cer- tainly not a good record and I would say that it is—the team which has played two auspicious games at home thus far for this year bears little resemblance to that team that fed the almost uniform exit this earlier. The personnel is the same, to be sure—but a new concept has been added—teamwork.

Already the season has disclosed some pleasant surprises. The free shooting which this year's ability to re- main cool in the clutch has become vital to Terror hopes. The 42 points. Len Owens 1S the score was deadlocked at 46-all. were Koch and Vaszily with 3S
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The Lettermen's Club, now working under the direction oft the same Richard Bowers, is currently arranging a schedule of future events which will offer new and worthwhile entertainment for the winter. To initiate the program, a film of this year's team of the same caliber and

One of the reasons of the needle game is the shooting ability of Buck Kelly to come in off the bench and rally the squad leading free throw converter The second period started and 22 points respectively.

Bachelors Clobber Animals

Playing in the intramural basketball program the bachelors of Westminster have whipped a与able Animal. Unfortunately this season the intramural grenade of the Blue and White has also been a little soft for the Men's League and the Bachelors have been able to advance over the numbers with 3 games and 1 loss. In the final contest the Bachelors showed a surprising amount of talent landing the championship.

Billiards 8:30 am to 4 pm Winslow Student Center

Sats. 'til 12 Noon

GULF

Christmas Cards, Christmas wrappings, Christmas gifts, BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! Perfectly beautiful books

As the season of the Christmas holidays approaches THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE is showing them off this year's all Mason-
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Two Bit Philosophy For 64

The new year nearly started out with a bang here with the high temperature of 64 on Monday. This incident only serves to confirm the fact that there is too much sunshine in the world, and there are too many days that are perfect for the sake of enjoyment or for their own personal gain, such as cutting a large group of people off from their norms and doing what they feel like, instead of working or something else. And, there is really no need for this general atmosphere of late hours, late night food, and late night pool parties to carry on, if we just allow the world to be a better place.

The philosophy of the new year is thus: the development of our own personal philosophy. We have the freedom to do what we want, as long as it is not hurtful to others. We should be mindful of our actions and their consequences.

Casey Strikes Out

A college band can be a great asset in generating publicity for the school. At Western Maryland College this has been the case. The band, known as the "Gold Bug," has been performing in the local area and has gained a reputation for their high-quality performances.

The Western Maryland College band has been growing in popularity and gaining new audiences, but also facing some challenges. Some students say that there are not enough musicians at a school as small as ours. Nevertheless, there are enough talented musicians among us to form a band. The band's goal is to perform at high school events and concerts, and to build a positive reputation for the school.

Therefore, it is necessary for the band to be in an existable situation. If we can join the band until it has grown, and it has become a part of our lives, we will be able to make it last. Join it and take part in it, you will be able to see what the future has in store for the band.

National Symphony Appears In Evening Concert Program

The National Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Howard Mitchell, will perform at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, June 17th at the Midwest Music Hall.

The "Rite of Spring" is one of the most famous pieces of classical music, and it will be performed by the orchestra. The performance is scheduled to last approximately one hour.

The orchestra will be accompanied by the "English Symphony," which offers a unique perspective on the classical music.

The concert is free and open to the public.

Concert Pianist Performs in Levine

Pianist Richard Morris, a member of the University's School of Music, will present a concert in Levine Hall on Tuesday, June 17th at 8 p.m.

The concert will include works by Beethoven, Chopin, and Schumann.

The performance is free and open to the public.

Students Conduct National Symphony

The College "Love, Lerch Head 64 Gold Bug"

The love bug is a popular symbol of love and affection, and it is often used in the form of a greeting card. The "Love, Lerch Head 64 Gold Bug" is a creative and playful take on this symbol.

It is a fun and whimsical greeting card that is perfect for any occasion. The card features a gold bug with the words "Love, Lerch Head 64 Gold Bug" written on it.

The card is made of high-quality materials and is sure to bring a smile to anyone's face.

Contact Information

For more information, please contact the College at 301-258-6200 or visit our website at wmc.edu.

End-Of-Semester "Quizzes" Evoke Commemorative Lyric

"It's that time of your saga, and the season brings forth a few lines of song to the familiar tune, "Moments to Remember." A chilling new exercise that will keep you coming back for more. We will have exam time to remember.

The W-5 Band has been given a task. We will be taking the quizzes this semester.

We will have exam time to remember.

The End-Of-Semester "Quizzes" Evoke Commemorative Lyric

The College "Love, Lerch Head 64 Gold Bug" is a symbol of love and affection, and it is often used in the form of a greeting card.

The "Love, Lerch Head 64 Gold Bug" is a creative and playful take on this symbol.

It is a fun and whimsical greeting card that is perfect for any occasion. The card features a gold bug with the words "Love, Lerch Head 64 Gold Bug" written on it.

The card is made of high-quality materials and is sure to bring a smile to anyone's face.

Contact Information

For more information, please contact the College at 301-258-6200 or visit our website at wmc.edu.
**BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES SALUTE: BOB CRICE**

As District Plant Superintendent in the Cleveland area, Bob Crice of the Western Electric is responsible for the activities of approximately 370 people who operate and maintain the complex long distance communications.

Bob, of A.T.&T.'s Long Lines Department, is responsible for effectively integrating local telephone service and communications systems into the overall long distance network.

This involves the management of telephone switching which includes coaxial and regular wire cable, microwave-radio relay, and the equipment which must regulate to 10,000 telephone calls on one cable or microwave route.

Bob rose to his present status from a "long line" of people within the company and was made sharp in their uniforms, an indication that the "terrors" in this case is sometimes overloaded in all important category of service.

Bob Crice, like many young engineers, is impatient to make things happen for his company and himself. There are few places where such restlessness and managerial capacity and intuitive "business sense" is more welcomed by many persons, "especially the members of the In-".

**SPORT SHORTS**

Dick Eigen remains the leading scorer for the B.Ball team. Bob Crice is the leader in the academic regalia will begin on January 15th in Bookstore.

PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th. PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th. PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th. PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th.

**GOLD BUG**

The night of December 19,"young men" were asked to present three items which included coaxial and regular wire cable, microwave-radio relay, and the equipment which must regulate to 10,000 telephone calls on one cable or microwave route.

Bob rose to his present status from a "long line" of people within the company and was made sharp in their uniforms, an indication that the "terrors" in this case is sometimes overloaded in all important category of service.

Bob Crice, like many young engineers, is impatient to make things happen for his company and himself. There are few places where such restlessness and managerial capacity and intuitive "business sense" is more welcomed by many persons, "especially the members of the In-".

**ALL FOR KNOT**

The night of December 19, young season. The game was played as the preliminary game for the team, but unfortunately the members of the intramural team, the "Sharks", were not able to play.

Both teams took a long time to get started, but eventually the game began and the "Sharks" were able to pull into double figures. However, only one team was able to gain a lead in the game and it was decided to replay the game at a later date.

**SPORT SHORTS**

Dick Eigen remains the leading scorer for the B.Ball team. Bob Crice is the leader in the academic regalia will begin on January 15th in Bookstore.

PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th. PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th. PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th. PLEASE NOTE-measuring for your academic regalia will begin on January 15th.
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Ugly Ducklings’ Exit or Swan Song
We, as the editing editors of the extreme left wing (second page when we’re lucky enough to have a four page version of this paper), in our role, have not earned its weight in gold nor is it to be sold for good prices.

We hereby acknowledge our replacements with tender nostalgia and best wishes for the rough months ahead. We would like to thank everyone on the campus for their contributions to the feature section, but there were not many. We must tip our hats to our three column writers who did write letters to the editor. God bless them.

Harmantas Creates New Design For First Prize Winning Necktie

We, as the exiting editors of the extreme left wing (second page when we’re lucky enough to have a four page issue) of this paper, do hereby acknowledge our replacements with tender nostalgia and best wishes for the rough months ahead. We would like to thank everyone on the campus for their contributions to the feature section, but there were not many. We must tip our hats to our three column writers who did write letters to the editor. God bless them.
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Pat Grallin Presents Supply of the Week
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We, as the exiting editors of the extreme left wing (second page when we’re lucky enough to have a four page issue) of this paper, do hereby acknowledge our replacements with tender nostalgia and best wishes for the rough months ahead. We would like to thank everyone on the campus for their contributions to the feature section, but there were not many. We must tip our hats to our three column writers who did write letters to the editor. God bless them.
The athletic teams on campus seem to be following a similar trend in intercollegiate competition—they are invariably losing records. The rifle team is no exception, finishing out the first semester with a six-win, ten-loss slate.

This campaign was thought by many to offer a particularly strong returning nucleus featuring dependable seniors Matt Creamer and Jerry Barach, not to mention the high scoring Andy Harmonstorf, John Decker, Bob Creighton and Jack Ballard were expected to develop rapidly. Each, however, has not proven to be the case. The Terrors are already in the red with the year not yet coming.

The 1963 averages have been a surprise and Creamer is leading out in the pack with a 29.5 p. m. average, and is carrying on competition in the 2nd Annual Indoor Championships. Says veteran Harmonstorf, "This is the big one and the Rangers are ready.

NOTICE
The new 1964 sports staff has openings for both men and women who are interested in writing about current campus athletic activities. Those concerned are urged to contact the sports editor, John Lew, before or after semester break.
Perlemian Launches Contemporary Arts Festival

Poet Spencer To Lecture
At Arts Festival Assembly

by Mike Solis

Mr. Stephen Spencer will appear on the campus of Western Maryland College, February 17 at 11:30 am, to discuss his contemporary poetry. An informal luncheon will be held in McDaniel Lounge with the President and 12 prominent lecturers and discussion is a segment of Ornstein's Contemporary Arts Festival.

STEVIE SPENCER

Mr. Spencer is a poet, a novelist, and a professor as we are living in the, the second half of the 20th century. It is an age of scientific advancement, a time that reveals to the most exalted minds the wonder and truths that are the foundation of great works, prophetically relevant to our world of growth. The foundations of the world turbulence of the Twentieth Century, those of the British poet and critic, T.S. Eliot, on the eve of the Second World War.

Born in London in 1909, Spencer was educated at University College and Oxford in the time of a promising poet, which accompanied the two universal discords, one of the young men of the 1920's, and the end of the 20th, the youthful and the waning of short stories in 1930. Spencer is a poet of the next generation in the union of the Second World War.

With anti-Fascist and pro-Communist sentiments, Spencer was greatly interested in the Spanish Civil War. During that period, he wrote, "Under the olive trees," the setting of the first episode of this prelude to the Second

Talent Shaping Up
For Feb. 29 Revue

The Interfraternity and Monarchian societies and the campus society, which have for the past four years sponsored the American College Revue from the Interfraternity, are presenting a new edition of a popular annual: Revue 67.

The cast for the coming performance includes: Douglas Marsden, Bill Boeke, Dr. David A. Price, Dr. Robert F. Price, Dr. Donald M. Shaffer, and Dr. Stephen Bayly.

Sorority Girls Give Dance Invitations

The Western Maryland College Interfraternity Intercoed Association will sponsor the first formal dance this year for the students of the campus, on February 22, from 9 pm to 11 pm, in the new Student Union. All proceeds from the event will go to the college to be used for their own purposes. This year, the proceeds will go towards the Phi Alpha Mu, the Sigma Chi, and the Delta Sigma Pi, as well as to the Purple and White. The dance will be followed by the Revue 67, to be presented February 23 at 8 pm, in the Student Union.

Sorority Fraternity Intercoed Association will sponsor the first formal dance this year for the students of the campus, on February 22, from 9 pm to 11 pm, in the new Student Union. All proceeds from the event will go to the college to be used for their own purposes. This year, the proceeds will go towards the Phi Alpha Mu, the Sigma Chi, and the Delta Sigma Pi, as well as to the Purple and White. The dance will be followed by the Revue 67, to be presented February 23 at 8 pm, in the Student Union.

ODK Fuses American Fine Art Aspects: Drama, Music, Paintings, Literature

Orionc Dasha Kaysa, Wesley College Maryland College, will present a performance of American Fine Art Aspects on February 3 and 4 at 8 pm. The performance will be sponsored by the Contemporary Arts Festival. February 3 will feature special programs of painting, sculpture, dance, and music. The purpose of this performance is to encourage students to participate in contemporary arts on campus.

Students Get Pay for Playing

For the dramatic arts segment of the arts festival, the College Players will present a performance of "Encounter." Books of their own collections of poems are available in the bookstore. (See separate article in this page.)

Ake Bayly

KARATE ANYONE?—Steve Bayly shows Nelson Shockey the drift of the trade in this scene from "The Zoo Story." Bayly, who is a black belt in karate and has been featured in the cast of the New York City Ballet, is a member of the University. Bayly recently won a national championship and has been invited to compete in the United States national championship. Bayly's karate skills are expected to be the highlight of the event.
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Students Get Pay for Playing

For the dramatic arts segment of the arts festival, the College Players will present a performance of "Encounter." Books of their own collections of poems are available in the bookstore. (See separate article in this page.)

Ake Bayly

KARATE ANYONE?—Steve Bayly shows Nelson Shockey the drift of the trade in this scene from "The Zoo Story." Bayly, who is a black belt in karate and has been featured in the cast of the New York City Ballet, is a member of the University. Bayly recently won a national championship and has been invited to compete in the United States national championship. Bayly's karate skills are expected to be the highlight of the event.

Talent Shaping Up

For Feb. 29 Revue

The Interfraternity and Monarchian societies and the campus society, which have for the past four years sponsored the American College Revue from the Interfraternity, are presenting a new edition of a popular annual: Revue 67.

The cast for the coming performance includes: Douglas Marsden, Bill Boeke, Dr. David A. Price, Dr. Robert F. Price, Dr. Donald M. Shaffer, and Dr. Stephen Bayly.

Sorority Girls Give Dance Invitations

The Western Maryland College Interfraternity Intercoed Association will sponsor the first formal dance this year for the students of the campus, on February 22, from 9 pm to 11 pm, in the new Student Union. All proceeds from the event will go to the college to be used for their own purposes. This year, the proceeds will go towards the Phi Alpha Mu, the Sigma Chi, and the Delta Sigma Pi, as well as to the Purple and White. The dance will be followed by the Revue 67, to be presented February 23 at 8 pm, in the Student Union.
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Orionc Dasha Kaysa, Wesley College Maryland College, will present a performance of American Fine Art Aspects on February 3 and 4 at 8 pm. The performance will be sponsored by the Contemporary Arts Festival. February 3 will feature special programs of painting, sculpture, dance, and music. The purpose of this performance is to encourage students to participate in contemporary arts on campus.

Students Get Pay for Playing

For the dramatic arts segment of the arts festival, the College Players will present a performance of "Encounter." Books of their own collections of poems are available in the bookstore. (See separate article in this page.)

Ake Bayly

KARATE ANYONE?—Steve Bayly shows Nelson Shockey the drift of the trade in this scene from "The Zoo Story." Bayly, who is a black belt in karate and has been featured in the cast of the New York City Ballet, is a member of the University. Bayly recently won a national championship and has been invited to compete in the United States national championship. Bayly's karate skills are expected to be the highlight of the event.
Faculty Speaks:

ファクティ スピーカーズ

by James E. Robinson

It is not too difficult to understand why anyone who understands the endless cycles of our time. A similar principle is evident in the sea of human values. People are not just the object of, and intentions were.

Partly in rebellion and with some philosophical concern, we are influenced by the asparas of generation youth. The concept of "asserting the right to the self and freedom of expression" is associated with various counterculture organizations. The idea of creating a new, more open society and allowing the generation to assert their freedom without becoming the object of the generation's values.

It is particularly regrettable that we witness a remarkable change in the relationship between generations. As a result, we seem to be more accepting of our preoccupation with the values of our predecessors. But don't believe that "Don't trust anyone over 30!" philosophy.

We seem to be more aware of the values of the previous generation. We realize that, in the context of history, they believed that "It's all relative to the times."

I must add that attendance at the annual Founder's Day parade brought skis nearby and sighted the nation, 50% of the students were present, but not at all. There was a sense of after all.

To most of the waiters and to her private life by the presence of the "GRANNY" in the dining room, the suggestion of Captain Moore, a well-organized house.

Because of her interest in the "GRANNY," she was elected a member of the President's Council. This job was not as demanding as one might think. But when the house was closed she felt that the job was not as important as one might think. Every year, she took an afternoon off from her duties to rest. She read a favorite novel or book for relaxation. She then went over her evening's skating notes and spent her evenings on skating. The time was more free for her to pursue her own interests.

This was evident in the general sense of the times. The world is no longer the province of the students.

THE GOLD BUG

by Dave Taylor

At the Presidential primaries and national conventions are over, it is time to begin to see what the most important issue in the field of presidential candidates is now.

On the Democratic side, the rival for the Presidency of the United States of America is not yet determined. Although the presidential candidate of the party is not yet determined, the party is already in full-swing.

The Republicans are the majority of the major party. The party is also enjoying a record-breaking campaign. The party is enjoying a record-breaking campaign.

The two candidates, both of whom are running for the presidency, will take part in the next debate. It is a matter of whether the Democrat will be able to present a better case. The Democrat will present a better case.

Now is the time to begin to see what the most important issue in the field of presidential candidates is now.

THE FINDER THINGS...

by Mel Stroninger

Several months ago, Mr. Lem 
( "Call me Mr. Lem") Knapp  
(former) head of the Public Relations Department of the University of Arkansas, returned to the University to take charge of the "記者デジタル" draft.

Mr. Lem, who was the "other half" of the "power couple," was once the "leader" of the "Shades of Grey" group. He was once the "leader" of the "Shades of Grey" group. He was once the "leader" of the "Shades of Grey" group. He was once the "leader" of the "Shades of Grey" group.

Although he loved music and athletics, he was more of a good housekeeper. This is because he was more of a good housekeeper. This is because he was more of a good housekeeper. This is because he was more of a good housekeeper. This is because he was more of a good housekeeper. This is because he was more of a good housekeeper.

If this is true, then the "unknown" Lem, who was seldom seen in public, could perhaps have been more of a good housekeeper.

She had, of course, been working for the University of Maryland from financial difficulties. She then had to leave her position in the University of Maryland from financial difficulties. She then had to leave her position in the University of Maryland from financial difficulties. She then had to leave her position in the University of Maryland from financial difficulties.

...
Barry Smith is responsible for the telephone service of 24,160 customers in Charleston, West Virginia. Barry must meet them all. A Vassar girl herself, Mary Jan Shell explored both the academic and career possibilities of wanting to be a career woman. Barry Smith, like many young men, is impatient to make things happen for his company and himself. There are more roads to walk in a publishing house than unnecessary. It was also a more desirable atmosphere and more frequent and the book is a lively one.

FEMALE THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

?

by Dan Ira G. Zeyn, Jr.

The Bells of Bonfire of the University of Maryland appear-ingly agree with the old lady who reprimanded her pastor for coming too fast in his sermons with the words, "That isn't preaching, brother; that's spouting." For a recent state-ment by the Bells limits the responsibilities of the University chaplain to the "religious needs" of the students. This occurred over the noise of a chaplain's criticism of the fra-ternity situation at Maryland. Apart from the above, the chaplain's freedom, the Bells' statement is symmetrical if a prevalent and fundamental mis-understanding of Christianity. Relocating the chaplain's duties to the "religious needs" of the students is tantamount to say-ing that we expect the chap-lain to be as relevant as an whipped cream on a chocolate sundaes. The implication is that preaching has to do with the "spiritual" life of man and not with the real life of man. The truth of the matter is that Christianity does not pri-marily have to do with the "spiritual" life, the "soul," or man's "religious needs." It has to do with the whole man. The Canon Ernest Southwood of England reminds us: "It is not sufficient for Christians to be interested in charities and not to desire to be interested in the sacred and not to be in terested in reading the Bible but not interested in world poverty; to be interested in Jews in church but not to be interested in Jews in good housing." The world, not the church or some religious community, was the object of God's rescues. This is symbolized by the fact that the cross, as Gaetano Micali of the Scotish Community put it, was "planted on the high altar of a great cathedral between two flag poles, but on a city dump, at the corner of everyday, there came life and there soldiers formed." That it is Christianity, conventionally and historically, has not been concerned primarily with fulfilling the religious needs of man, but with the proclamation of a Gospa which transfigures the whole of existence.

When Barry Smith is responsible for the telephone service of 24,160 customers in Charleston, West Virginia, Barry must meet them all. Barry Smith is the telephone service of 24,160 customers in Charleston, West Virginia. Barry must meet them all. Barry Smith is the telephone service of 24,160 customers in Charleston, West Virginia. Barry must meet them all.
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Barry Smith is responsible for the telephone service of 24,160 customers in Charleston, West Virginia. Barry must meet them all.
The Gold Bug, Feb. 14, 1964
Juniors Design Stage Sets For Semester Drama Class Project

The junior dramatic art class is currently participating under the direction of Mr. William Tribby and Miss Easton in several activities in which each color and line chosen for the sets portrays a specific color or characteristic. This work was later translated into the line and color of the scenery and costumes.

In addition to the final building of the model, the students used a variety of boards, heavy paper, burlap, canvas, cloth, wool, and string, and everything from bits of cardboard to tiny brass pins for available details. The choice of colors and materials was not from the greatest nor the most realistic, but the experience gained in this endeavor will be of great value in the future. The choice of the three上述 sets in Pliny evening, March 26.

According to Miss Easton, the department is the development of a creative appreciation of all the totality of concepts, rather than the perfection of professional polish.

Bachelors Award TV
Alpha Gamma Tau Fraternity, Beta chapter, presented awards for their entries in the Sunday night's showing of Robert Stack, "The Caretakers" at the World Campus Theatre. The awards were made to accommodate the cast and direction of chairman Mark Kochenour and Phyllis Schloss for planning to give thirty per cent of the proceeds to the WMC. The window celebration of the contest by Valiant was featured in the presentation.

On February 24, in McDaniel Lounge, will be open to faculty college Octet and a dramatic reading entitled "The Man Who Came to Dinner," presented by Call Allen, an ex-instructor in the College Octet, "High on the Hill." Their work was part of the annual program in the College Octet, and "High on the Hill," a musical program by the College Octet and a dramatic presentation called "The Man Who Came to Dinner," presented by the students. Call Allen, an ex-instructor, will again appear, and the audience will be seated for the performance.

TSTRU. Stude LAT-0r, Newark, N. J.
Call Allen, a former member of the Student Association, will serve as the master of ceremonies.
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Dr. Miller Stimulates Campus To Re-Evaluate Beliefs

by Wm. Gene Miller, Ph.D.

Editor’s Note — Two young requests, we are printing excerpts from Dr. Wm. Gene Miller’s personal grant, in the Chapel, February 14, 1964.

In the eighteenth century there arose a social and religious movement called the ‘Enlightenment’ which was led by Jean-Baptiste de La Mettrie, and he is the author of the famous book, "L’homme, une machine." La Mettrie claimed that human beings were the product of natural selection, and that individuals who survived and reproduced were those who adapted best to their environment. This thinking spread to other areas of study, including science, philosophy, and politics, and it helped to lay the foundation for modern thought.

Today, many people believe that our beliefs and values should be based on reason and evidence, rather than on tradition or authority. This is called a "scientific" approach to religion, and it is often contrasted with a "traditional" approach, which is based on faith and tradition. Is there a "correct" way to believe, or is there room for both reason and faith in our lives?

The values of a particular culture or society may be very different from the values of another culture or society. What is considered "normal" in one culture may be considered "abnormal" in another. Is there a "right" way to believe, or is there room for diversity in beliefs and values?

Do you believe in God? What evidence do you have for your beliefs? What is the role of evidence in religious belief?

The values of a particular culture or society may be very different from the values of another culture or society. What is considered "normal" in one culture may be considered "abnormal" in another. Is there a "right" way to believe, or is there room for diversity in beliefs and values?

In the long run is it the education of our students at the college that is more urgent? On campus has been seen a program of the college or grown in size, and the administration’s illuminating. It’s a better way than era — with direct reference to "post-Christian Era" the world, the church, and the Supreme Court decision. We can certainly sense this in the values of a particular culture or society may be very different from the values of another culture or society.

...
Leishure Nets 20 In Loss To Dickinson -- 93-75
Matmen Melt Frostburg; Smink Stays Unbeaten

Kubat Has Hot Hand; Five Blue Jays Foul Out

Western Maryland's "Green Terror" basketball team will face one of its closest rivals, eastern college teams in the East Coast Classic this week in the Washington Coliseum, "Chase Stone," the Rolling Stone, revealed that the likeable young man had not made a reserve record the teams have managed to produce is a good one.

The charges of Coach Harry Milton Taylor of Wesley Seminary, the leading scorer in the Gold Bug, Feb. 14, 1964--LeishureNets20InLossToDickinson··93·75
MatmenMeltFrostburg;SminkStaysUnbeaten

February
Dr. Harry Milton Taylor, Professor of Biblical Theology, Wesley Seminary

Dean Zepp "Playboys, Lawyers, or Servant8"

March
Dr. William E. Smith, Vice-President, Wesley Seminary

15--Handel's Oratorio, JUDAS MACCABAEUS, College Choir, Professor Alfred de Long, Director

April
The Reverend Edward Seymour

12--Dean Zepp "Faith Without Drm,bt is Dead"

19--Rabbi Abraham Shusterman, Har Sinai Congregation, Baltimore.

26--Dean Zepp "On Getting Rid of Little Jack Horner Piety"

Spotlight '64

Maryland College in a long distance from Chicago's West Side, the "Green Terror" is a strong team.

These achievements are won, not gained on the court, but by the backbreaking work of the players.

Last year the sidewalks outside DePaul University were lined with students, but this year the students have decided to support their team in the stands.

There are others that can be added to the list of possible candidates for the team.

A true basketball spectator, you will note, will not be the only one interested in the game.

The match is always a big event, but it is not

Braggion High on Gym "Hill"

One of the newest additions to the athletic scene is "Braggion High on Gym Hill." This is the area in the gymnasium where the students sit and watch the games.

A true basketball spectator, you will note, will not be the only one interested in the game.

The match is always a big event, but it is not

Cal and Frank Want You!

Options are the key word in the "Cal and Frank Want You!" campaign.

Manager recruits Pam Bolden, Cora Bright, and Brenda Mitchell, all of whom have made significant contributions to the campaign.

The campaign is currently in its fourth week and is expected to continue until the election day.

HOF Mystery

A mystery surrounding the whereabouts of a prominent figure of the past has been solved.

On the night of the murder, the figure was last seen with a group of friends at a local bar.

The figure was last seen with a group of friends at a local bar.

Chapel Services

Fourth Saturday

February 16-Dr. Harry Milton Taylor, Professor of Biblical Theology, Wesley Seminary

23--Dean Zepp "Playboys, Lawyers, or Servants"

March 8-Dr. William E. Smith, Vice-President, Wesley Seminary

15--Handel's Oratorio, JUDAS MACCABAEUS, College Choir, Professor Alfred de Long, Director

April 5-The Reverend Edward Seymour

12--Dean Zepp "Faith Without Drm,bt is Dead"

19--Rabbi Abraham Shusterman, Har Sinai Congregation, Baltimore.

26--Dean Zepp "On Getting Rid of Little Jack Horner Piety"
Thespian Don Greasepaint

For Tri-Play Presentation

The College Players will take the College audience with them to the March 15, Curtain rises at 8:00.

Sophie Kerr's satirical comedy They're Not Like Us Post will touch theinded in Bome Theater, James Jones as Amanda Hart, Martha Taylor as Amanda Hart, Berry Loson, Bob Haas, and Paul Jones as Amanda Hart's guests.

Another cast members include Nancy Canfield, Amy Wess, and Barbara Wess, both British, and Andrea Crewe, with her deep bass voice.

Sensational Drama

Jane M. Y. Durland's Old Gold which opens the evening, Thursday, will starMr. and Mrs. Paul H. and J. W. has been the name of the play. The new, artfully crafted. Taking the role of Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. will be Mary and Bill's "Pamela," and Martha Robertson in the role of "Mr. and Mrs. Pamela." The lead for "Mr. and Mrs. Pamela" will be played by Mr. and Mrs. Paul H.

Reading "Reads" as a secret code, the evening will be filled with laughter and music. The different characters will be played by different actors, and the audience will be transported to a world of imagination.

Tennis Club, March 1, 1964

Mr. Keith Richwine

GBX Affiliates With Nat. Frat.

Gary Coghlin, Dennis Good, Ronald Kehrell, Jeffrey R. Harris, William McCully, and William Turgeon, the four new members of the Gamma Beta Chi.

New leaders include Raymond Edwards, John Laund, Anthony Lloyds, James Brace, Walter Brown, and Charles Kuhle.

The Cocktails took place on Wednesday, and the new leaders were introduced.

The Bar forward and White families are scheduled for March 4.

Faculty Fireside Chats

Valentine's Day Liars

"The Path in Psychology"

Speaker: Dr. William G. Miller

Respondent: Dr. Keith Richwine

Student Lounge, March 1, 1964

After Chapel

Military Band To Salute Queen, Attendants, March 14

ATTENTION: Military Band candidates, from left to right, Rosemary Walker, Dorothy Golden, Miss Backstrom, Nancy Mclenahan, and Miss Kelly. The dress for men is green uniform, including hat, blazer, white shirt, and white tie. Women may wear a dark green dress with a white jacket and hat. Uniforms for orchestra, such as conductor and drum majors, will be worn by the other chapters. The dress for the students is a white shirt and tie. The program will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the gym, and the gym will close at 11:00 p.m., after which all guests will be seated in the gym and the program will begin. The program will be followed by a reception in the gym. The dress for men is green uniform, including hat, blazer, white shirt, and white tie. Women may wear a dark green dress with a white jacket and hat. Uniforms for orchestra, such as conductor and drum majors, will be worn by the other chapters. The dress for the students is a white shirt and tie. The program will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the gym, and the gym will close at 11:00 p.m., after which all guests will be seated in the gym and the program will begin.
The World Outside Conflict in Cyprus

By Jerry Tablet

The present conflict in Cyprus, which has been the focus of much attention in recent months, has been a source of great concern for many. The roots of the conflict lie in the division of the island between Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities, which have been unable to find a peaceful resolution to their differences.

The British Empire in its belatedly arranged pace for the treatment of its colonies in imperial England, has been an area of conflict between the British and Turkish communities in Cyprus. The involvement of other powers, such as Greece and Turkey, has further complicated the situation.

The constant Hindustan-Greek association, which is the question of the religious question, is a question that must begin from the perspective of the religious question. In the Greek-Turkish Treaty (of 1878), the question of the religious question of the two communities remains a matter that must be addressed.
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The Faculty Speaks:

Church Affiliation Search for Meaning

by Dr. Charles Cruss

We ask the question of the church-related college in this manner: What do we mean by "church related," and how does it relate to our understanding of church-relatedness? What do we mean by "church related," and how does it relate to our understanding of church-relatedness?

We have long been interested in the role of church-relatedness in the education process. The idea of a church-related college is not new, and it has been discussed in various forms throughout the years.

It is in precisely this point that the church-related college emerges as a unique: A place where the pursuit of knowledge is a means to an end. The church-related college is not just a place of learning, but a place of faith and devotion. The church-related college is a place where students can find a sense of purpose and meaning in their education.

The purpose of this article is to explore the concept of the church-related college. We will discuss the history and development of the church-related college, and the impact it has had on students.

The church-related college is a place where students can find a sense of purpose and meaning in their education. The church-related college is a place where students can find a sense of purpose and meaning in their education. The church-related college is a place where students can find a sense of purpose and meaning in their education.
Federal Faculty "Tough" Courses Freshmen Feel Hard Pressed

The Editors

Though the Evaluation Om- nium pressed every facet of this college last year, the re- sults have not been applied to the student body, so the Gold Bug staff feels it is time to make our students feel a little more mustered kicking. So the Free and History of Western Civil- ization, which are two of the courses that some of our students felt were too easy, have been targeted for this semester. The idea is that this could be a little more of a challenge for the students.

The Gold Bug is not in favor of making the students feel too hard, as we feel that this will only discourage them from coming back next semester. However, we do feel that it is important to have a little bit of a challenge in order to make the students feel more involved in their studies.

History Emphasizes "Why"

By Mr. Bright

I.R.M. continues to broaden in- formation on man of various eras and their cultures. This type of work can be very interesting and enjoyable for students. As one may see it:

• "Why did the ancient Romans build their city on the seven hills?"
• "What was the significance of the Great Wall of China?"

I think the main reason that some courses are easier than others is because they are not as challenging. However, I do believe that this is not necessarily a bad thing. As a student, I think it is important to have some courses that are more challenging, as this will help me to learn more and grow intellectually.

Dr. Jean Kerbner oriented. Since last year's (1963) class did not have enough break-ups and exams that tested their knowledge, the course budget and scope have been reduced. This year, the course has been split into two parts: Western Civilization and Eastern Civilization. The course has been split into two parts in order to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the history of the world.

In some freshman clinics, the focus will be on the study of liberalism, democracy, and the role of government in the modern world. The course will be designed to provide a comprehensive understanding of the history of the world, and to help students develop critical thinking skills.

Current Events

A new lecturer in Western European history, Dr. Saunders, will be teaching the course. Dr. Saunders is well-versed in the latest developments in the field of history, and his lectures are sure to be informative and engaging. The course will cover a wide range of topics, including the European Wars, the Industrial Revolution, and the rise of nationalism.

"Tough" Courses Freshmen Feel Hard Pressed

"Tough" courses are those that are considered difficult by students. These courses require a lot of study and dedication, and they can be a challenge for students who are not used to the level of rigor. However, these courses can also be very rewarding, as they provide a deeper understanding of the subject matter.

The course "History of Western Civilization" is one such course. It requires students to read a lot of material and to write papers on a variety of topics. Some students find this course to be very challenging, but others find it to be very rewarding.

In order to help students succeed in "Tough" courses, the faculty is offering additional resources. These resources include study groups, office hours with faculty members, and online discussion boards.

One of the challenges of "Tough" courses is that they require a lot of time and effort. Students who are considering taking "Tough" courses should be prepared to put in the time and effort required to succeed in these courses.

Campus Comments

First year students always tend to complain about, and criticize, their courses, even those that they are required to take in their major. A lot of students feel that they are being over-scheduled, and that they are not learning enough.

However, this is not necessarily a bad thing. As a student, it is important to take courses that are challenging, as this will help you to learn more and grow intellectually. It is also important to take courses that are relevant to your major, as this will help you to develop the skills and knowledge that you will need to succeed in your career.

In order to help students succeed in their courses, the faculty is offering additional resources. These resources include study groups, office hours with faculty members, and online discussion boards.

One of the challenges of being a college student is that it can be overwhelming. It is important to take time for yourself, and to find ways to relax and recharge.

Curtain Up

The Boys from Syracuse

By Nelson Shockley

The Boys from Syracuse is a musical that is suitable for all ages. The story is about a group of friends who are trying to make it in the big city. The music is upbeat and lively, and the songs are catchy.

The story is about a group of friends who are trying to make it in the big city. They are all very different, and they have a lot of fun together. The music is upbeat and lively, and the songs are catchy. The story is about a group of friends who are trying to make it in the big city. They are all very different, and they have a lot of fun together. The music is upbeat and lively, and the songs are catchy.
High on the Hill

Davis, Willis Highlight Campus

"Ready-only volunteer." "Every bit the Irishman's daughter." "Can't say no when someone needs a helping hand," "Has a way with humor." Always time to lift someone's spirits, Willis said, because the qualities epitomized by a fellow student when asked to add him to complete Carol's payroll in her junior year. Carol, despite her bad back, still goes out to where some qualities Carol as a student, and Mary Willis, who else is high on "the hill of life."" The combination of intellect and activities qualified Buel Willis for recognition as one of the Class of 1964. The Class Council has voted to present "Mademoiselle" and "Kappa Alpha Mu" to the Student Government Association for consideration as "outstanding students." The student government body, also an assistant in freshmen registration, voted a number of the Honor Council members to serve on committees. President of the Student Government Association, Buel Willis, has been an active member of the Honor Council and has served as an assistant in freshmen registration.

Carol Davis offers her congratulations on Carol's achievements during her years at Westminster. Carol reveals these qualities, as well as his, displayed by her in the magazines for any organization to which she belongs.

President of Buel Willis and Carol's achievements during her years at Westminster. Carol does not belong to the Student Government Association. For three years Carol has been the representative from her class to the Student Government Association. In previous years, Carol was selected as Secretary-Librarian and Assistant Secretary by the Student Government Association. She has also served on the Intramural Committee.

Working with the Student Government last year and this year, Carol has been an active member of the Student Government Association. She has also served on the Intramural Committee.

---

Letter to the Editor:

"Dear Editor,"

"I am writing to express my gratitude for the excellent work of the Gold Bug."

"I have been very impressed with the "peppy" girls of the newspaper, the "peppy" of the girls, and the "peppy" of the newspaper."

"The combination of intellect and activities qualifies Eugene Willis as an exceptional "member of the Class of 1964. The class will recognize this senior as "Pebble," and remember him primarily for his outstanding performance as "cut-tain puller" in the Junior Follies."

Serious Pebble has been active in every type of organization on campus, including temporary, athletic, and social. Returning to WMC this September as a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, Pebble fulfilled his responsibilities as co-chairman of the Freshman Advisory Council. As the year progressed, Pebble was elected president of Gamma Beta Chi.

Sincerely yours,

Ralph B. Price

---
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---

To the Editor:

"Please allow me to add my voice to the chorus of praise for the outstanding job of the Gold Bug." The combination of intellect and activities qualifies Eugene Willis as an exceptional "member of the Class of 1964. The class will recognize this senior as "Pebble," and remember him primarily for his outstanding performance as "cut-tain puller" in the Junior Follies."

Serious Pebble has been active in every type of organization on campus, including temporary, athletic, and social. Returning to WMC this September as a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, Pebble fulfilled his responsibilities as co-chairman of the Freshman Advisory Council. As the year progressed, Pebble was elected president of Gamma Beta Chi.

Sincerely yours,

Ralph B. Price

---

To the Editor:

"It was indeed a pleasant surprise to receive the last issue of the GOLD BUG. It was truly a pleasant surprise to me, and I would like to personally say that it was a "volunteer" to have been received."

This last issue of the GOLD BUG has been published, and the students are aware that this is a good manuscript, should cover the activities on campus, foreign policy, politics, sports and also articles on the arts. The students' interest is shown in this issue, and they make an attempt to find out more about what the face of the world is doing and what future they can expect. So don't be afraid to ask questions, it is time to be an all-around, all-purpose student. Again congratulations on a fine all-around job that this is only one of the many to follow."

Donald E. Jones

---

The combination of intellect and activities qualified Buel Willis for recognition as one of the Class of 1964. The Class Council has voted to present "Mademoiselle" and "Kappa Alpha Mu" to the Student Government Association for consideration as "outstanding students." The student government body, also an assistant in freshmen registration, voted a number of the Honor Council members to serve on committees. President of the Student Government Association, Buel Willis, has been an active member of the Honor Council and has served as an assistant in freshmen registration.

Working with the Student Government last year and this year, Carol has been an active member of the Student Government Association. She has also served on the Intramural Committee.
Students Elect "Best Dressed"

- News of The Week In Brief

Tri-Beta Adds Members

The Gold Bug, Feb. 28, 1964 5”

Students Elect

Mayor Long, will perform "Damas" by Schubert in Memorial Chapel, during the "Damas" service on Thursday, February 26. The "Damas" service "relates the story of the fight for religious freedom..."

Ski Vacation in Maine

Music at Westminster

The cheerleading squad has announced that they are going to the "Maine" a few times for their winter break to the "Maine." The cheerleaders are looking forward to the trip, and are excited to be able to ski and snowboard at "Maine."

Students and Faculty Vie in WUS Benefit Basketball Game

Students Elect "Best Dressed"

The second game will feature the Beach Bumettes, the women's student team, versus the "Maine." The game will be played in competition with hundreds of other colleges and universities across the country. WMC is united in its support of "Maine," hoping that it has a strong year in this national competition.

Student Views Festival In Retrospect

by Joy Helywvng

The nature of age is reflected in the arts of all countries. This past ten days Western Maryland College will follow the rhythm of some of the recent arts forms reflecting the spirit of the times through speech, art, music, photography, films, plays, and entertainment. Students will be the center of the festivities.

Spender at Eastman

Spender, as we see him standing before us, seems self-conscious and ill at ease. We perhaps we collected a picture from our own imagination of television screens in January of last year. However, the small informel discussion group the afternoon of the semester seemed more at home, and it might help him to reduce the pressure or domination of his presence. It was the softest and muted tones that seemed to sway away from discerning his own poetry, and the reaction of the audience are said to feel the personal emotion.

Spender, though his field is literature, states for us in a few sentences of the situation.

For the "modern" reader of English, Spender seems to be referred to as dead and gone in the realm of literature, the changing in music and art. There is a lack of understand in his presence, virtually a difference in a different. The only medium the writer has to work with is the printed page, and he can not easily his own commentary. The only thing he begins to play with words and syntax, nothing like the fluidity of Spender to the reader, this mass media has its own time and place. He might as well be hung on the way it is, or not at all.

We can see his point later when considering the presence of Geret and that of Albee which basically deal with no one. It is a personal point. Spender seems to feel that the entire thing is good and we don't want to be tied to the past.

As he connected to an article written by him on "The Present and Tomorrow," it seems no to me that a real differ...
Girls Travel To Hood

Tomorrow a badminton team and a bowling team along with the girls' varsity basketball team will represent WMC in a badminton and bowling tournament. Held annually, the competition is to give more girls a chance to participate in inter-school sports.

Comprising the teams from the badminton the following are the bowling team: Elaine Brown, Rose Linton, Betty Linton, Larry Shirey, Betty Rockwell, and Barbara Duminick; and the basketball team: Betty Linton, Betty Shirey, Nancy Linton, and Betty Page.

The basketball team must make sure they have enough players to win. Of course, all seasons have their ups and downs. In the case of the basketball team this year, Joe on February 25th, the girls were not even very exciting defeated, 44-41. Although Shirley Fisher and Dolly Mixon Matthew radiated 28 points between them, the girls couldn't win with that push for victory.

They suffered their first and second defeats consecutively at the hands of Hood College, 57 to 40 and 53 to 38. On February 18th they played at the Net Dome on February 22nd, by a score of 44 to 34. From February 24th on February 18th they defeated The Western Maryland College, 65 to 37. The most brilliant game was the December Game.

C'mon Fellas! Cinder Berths Are Wide Open

The Western Maryland College Track Team needs men and women alike.

The need is so great that at the last organizational meeting every man put one man in each event. There were thirty-two men and thirty women that have returned and at the team's organizational meeting only seventeen men showed up. The number of women that showed up was not counted.

One cannot expect a varsity squad to have a winning season if none of the students care enough to try and help.

Twelve to fifteen percent of last year's better winners had never run before. Any team that comes out would be assured of a better season if they put one man in each event! The boys' in the basketball team, Sam Leith, Stan Mixon, Dave Mixon, and Cal Fisher. From the bowling team: Larry Shirey, Mike Linton, Cal Fisher, and Bob Linton. From the badminton team: Betty Linton, Kay Linton, Matt Mixon, and Matt Linton.

The former basketball team was not participating in any post-season play, but the Women's team are in Baltimore today and have signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 7 to 8 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.

In a highly rated "battle" Larry Shirey "beat" Sam Leith, 11 to 6 in the Men's Division of the Year award, determined by the coaches, of the Men's track and field season, which was concluded during the season.

Although the JV Basketball team has not had another loss this season, but the Women's Basketball Team is in the Baltimore today and has signed up for the AAA Championships. Good Luck to them.
Military Dept. Gives Ball
Delonaires Provide Music

The ROTC department of Western Maryland College, in cooperation with the class of '67, will sponsor the annual Military Ball on Saturday, March 14, at 9 p.m. in the gymnasium. The theme for this year will be "Global Glimpses," and the dance will be transformed into scenes from various lands and countries, including China and the United States in order to depict the deployment of the Army throughout the world.

Highlighting the dances, which is open to all members of the college community, will be the music of the Delonaires, who provide music for the dance.

During the course of the dances, the Old Guard Fire and Drum Corps, part of the United States Army Drum Team, from Fort Benning, Georgia, will appear.

The Old Guard Fire and Drum Corps is part of the 1st Battalion, 37th Field Artillery, and is commonly known as the "Fire and Drum". The Fire and Drum Corps was organized in 1843, making it the oldest part of the oldest infantry in the United States whose origins date back to 1775.

The unit, which is the only infantry of its type in the army, represents the history of America's Revolutionary War uniforms. The black-uniformed drummers, with their bright yellow bandannas, march, drum, and sing, with a style that is characteristic of the late 1700s and early 1800s.

During the current year, the Fire and Drum are touring Europe and participating as a military parade, "Parade to the City" representing the placing of the "Fire and Drum" seen during the Cherry Blossom Festival.

The music played by the Corps is based on early American military tunes, including "Yankee Doodle" and "Onward Christian Soldiers".

WMC Awards Top Athletes In Assembly

Western Maryland College recently held its annual awards banquet, and the awards were presented at an assembly in the gymnasium on March 11th. In addition to the awards, the Dr. G. W. E. Moore Award, given to the most valuable player on the basketball team, was presented.

Among those receiving the awards were: Bryan Delaney, basketball; Evan Russell, football; Brian Miller, soccer; and Tom Smith, baseball.

The awards were presented in recognition of the athletes' contributions to their sports and to the college community.

Hibbard Heads New Slate Of SGA Election Victors

Governor of the 1964-65 SGA

Liberated by the March 13, 1964, issue of the Western Maryland College newspaper, "The GO BIG," the result of the Student Government Association (SGA) elections has been announced. The new slate of officers will take office on April 15, 1964.

The slate was elected on March 11, following a campaign that lasted for several weeks. The candidates were nominated by the SGA Executive Committee, and the election was held on March 10.

SASA Officers — Nominated From left to right, Rob Doran, chairman; Bob McMillen, president; Don Lippert, vice president; and Chuck Crandy and Richard Ehrhard. From left to right, President of the College is Donald G. Brackett, Director of Corporate Services; Vice President of Finance is Robert Doran; and Robert Doran. From left to right, the slate is composed of Donald G. Brackett, Director of Corporate Services; Rob McMillen, President of the College; and Chuck Crandy and Richard Ehrhard.

 Colonel McCready is the new SGA treasurer. Duon, a member of the 1964-65 Slate, is a freshman from the SGA treasurer's office. Bob McMillen, a senior taking the job, is the SGA treasurer's assistant. He is also a member of the Safety Committee and was one of the main advisors for the College.
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The Gold Bug, Mar. 13, 1964

SGA In Retrospect

During my first three years working for the SGA, it was easy for me to explain the often tedious and long-winded meetings, (to the masses of negative criticism inherent in WIC students). But now that I am sitting on the other side of the fence, it is necessary for me to evaluate the effectiveness of these meetings.

I believe in the philosophy under which I am working, and ask for your opinions for bettering SGA meetings. I thoroughly believe that three years from now that those who have been haggling over petty details, long arguments over wording, endless discussion of matters that are worth the while of a couple of meetings, are to be working effectively to this end, when compared to past years.

Our basic function is to do as much as possible to assist the students and the College, particularly with our well-functioning committee system.

Under the present bylaws, I have scheduled the following meetings for the committee, in order to increase committee participation for additional interest.

We hope to see the bylaw revisions that we have reported to the Executive Council, by the end of this semester, also.

Dear Reader,

The Baer Facts

More Officers Needed Congress Kills Reform Bill

By John Baer

Our country has long been convinced that it is in our best interests to cut down on the wasted time and money involved in the political process. As the amount of money spent on politics has increased, the public has become more interested in the activities of the Federal government. Now, however, we are seeing the opposite trend. Despite the amount of money we are spending on politics, there is still a great deal of political influence. Political campaign costs have run up to an enormous amount, especially in the area of negative campaigning. Despite the large amounts of money spent on political campaigns, we still have not made much progress in the area of political reform. It is my belief that the federal government should be more accountable to the people and that political campaign costs should be reduced.
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The Immortal Test

The freshman sponsor mixer, Plan Leap Year Event, was held in 1964. The class of 1967 sponsored a mixer for the freshmen to welcome them to campus. The mixer was held in the Student Lounge and was attended by freshmen, student lounge personnel, faculty, and staff. The event was a success, and the freshmen had a great time socializing and getting to know each other.

Admission, the work is demanding. It requires unusual caliber of men who find a greater satisfaction in challenging work. It requires a man to make the most of the opportunity for a career of their choice. Men with this kind of ambition will discover the stimulation, rewards and rewards they seek in the telephone business.

BELLE TELEPHONE COMPANIES

DO IT...SAVE YOUR PACKS

BETWEEN OUTER SPACE

AND THE DEEP SEA

THERE'S A WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITY IN THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

To outer space and into the deep sea, we take the sum total of our scientific and managerial knowledge. A case in point is the new satellite, which represents a worldwide communications system. Another example, the development of the telephone, is a two-way message. Both communications systems stem from Bell System planning, research and development, and represent the synthesis of managerial and scientific talent. That's why you'll find, throughout the Bell System, men with college training as diverse as their responsibilities. They may work ground staffs turn in the gamut of liberal arts and business careers to science or specialized engineering majors.

BELLE TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Bachelors Spring Football Is Deemed Valuable

On Monday, March 30, an organizational meeting for spring football will be held at the Gold Gym for the purpose of detailing and organizing the 1964 football program. All players and interested participants will attend on a two-week regimen. The meeting will begin by showing films, followed by a meeting in dark. Coach Walsh extended a cordial invitation to any male (even girlies) student at Western to take advantage of the opportunity.

The first meeting of the spring season will be held by the Gamma Betes of Alpha Chi. This year also saw the introduction of uniforms which were worn by the Bachelors and Betas. The only two groups of Red and Blue lines were formed by the Gamma Betas of Gamma Beta Chi, who were contesting until being defeated by the Bachelors in the last game of the season. This year also saw the shooting of Bob Hollywood first division. With such statistics the championship is up for grabs. Gamma Betes-6, Preach-6, Bachelors-2. this spring session was being Schuele predicts record board event will not be uncommon.

The outlook here is for the military ball. The outlook here is for


cinder outlook improves

The 1964 Western Maryland track team will compete in the last dual meets this spring against John Carroll and co-captain Frank Kidd and Cal. Fair weather is giving special notice to the men of them and a fifty-fifty chance in the over-all series. The eighth and final meets will have new uniforms this year. They may be the best dressed seniors in the Mason
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Argonauts Select Juniors To Govern Honor Society

Argonaut officers for 1964-65 are Terri Campfield, president; Jean Love, vice-president; Judy Rollins, secretary, and treasurer; Judith Underwood, assistant secretary. The candidates were elected Thursday, March 12.

Terri Campfield is a business major from Herndon, Va. She has been a member of Sigma Tau and Phi Delta Epsilon. She is also a member of the Student Government, the Board of Regents, and the Course Planning Committee.

Jean Love, junior English major from Washington, D.C., has been a member of the Student Government and the Course Planning Committee.

Judy Rollins, senior sociology major from Danville, Va., is a member of Sigma Chi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, and Phi Delta Epsilon.

Dr. Coulborn is now a naturalized U.S. citizen. He has taught at various colleges in America. He is also the author of "A History of the Society of Jesus in America," which is scheduled to be published later this year.

SOS Joins With YMCA On Puerto Rico; Coeds Travel Island On Project Details

On Easter Sunday while most of us were home visiting with family, four of our seniors, two Western Maryland and two Eastern, decided to go to Puerto Rico. Kave Stevens, who had been there last year, and won the trip, was one of the students who went. The trip was conducted by the Fine Arts Office and the Mountain Times.

Library Achievements
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Too Far Too Fast?

Change is the agent of progress, and it is perhaps a healthy sign that Western Maryland College is beginning to see things differently. Much of the responsibility for this headlong rush into transition lies with Dean Robinson. To him it is change or die in public education. In many cases of this quiet revolution, change is being institutionalized for its own sake, and the smaller units are being swallowed up as part of the process. Western Maryland has long been interested enough in progress to make some changes in our traditional fraternization system. However, one must contend that a great deal of it, in that manner of speaking, is simply change for change’s sake, and one that does not always go well with the students. It is true that the gradual elimination of pledging, except as a brouhaha, and an extended pledge period are needed reforms, but quite a few come when we question some of our changed fraternization system.

The Gold Bug, Apr. 3, 1964

Along with a few others, have managed to railroad these changes rung shows on Broadway to - Max Sennett, slapstick trick to change

and searchmg look at the whole Issue of fraternt “1’0 ress” t~ were fUn~y In l?O B C and they Geolge Abbott, the dlrectOI a leal charactel WIth a myth-

Intellectual Thought Stifled: Faculty, Students To Blame

dianne Bridges

Western Maryland has the unique disadvantage of having the extranous but not the intrin-
sic characteristics of intellectual and cultural life. Students here are comparatively well educated, but at the same time they are in a high school campus and are pro-
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Intellectual Thought Stifled: Faculty, Students To Blame

Wendy Phillips

The idea that someone other than Shakespeare wrote the plays is almost as a new form of life as it is to the author of a play to be present. The details of this volun-

The World Outside

Divisions Spark Trouble

that the bigger picture of political discussions and athletics is often sadly ignored to matter of pulling ourselves up by our bootstraps.
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Who Wrote Shakespeare's Plays?

by Ira G. Zupp, Jr.
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Fraternities Face Transition In Near Future

by Bruce Randolf

Fraternities are facing a period of transition in the near future. This transition is evident in the way that fraternities are being restructured and their operations are being reviewed. The changes are driven by a desire to modernize and adapt to changing social norms.

The traditional pledge period is being reevaluated as a "symbolic" part of the traditional week. Dr. Makosky notes that the paddle is the most repelling facet of fraternity life and the majority of fraternity men would be happy to see it go completely.

In less than three years, Fred has soared to success in the southwestern area of Ohio Bell. Fred's first assignment consisted of preparing and presenting a series of courses designed to measure the technical competence of people being evaluated for promotion. The course material is still being used without any alterations.

Fred's next assignment was to supervise eight people. Besides maintaining the normal functions of his group, Fred inspired them to outproduce all other groups in the area. Because of his previous accomplishments, Fred is now supervising all training in the area.

Next, he was made an installation foreman supervising eight people. Besides maintaining the normal functions of his group, Fred inspired them to outproduce all other groups in the area.

What's compatible with aeronautical engineering and telephone communications—Fred Bright (RAero.E., 1960). In less than three years, Fred has made his mark in the southwestern area of Ohio Bell.

Bell Telephone Companies

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH
**News**

**The Gold Bug, Apr. 3, 1964**

**The Brain Trust News**

**Refreshment anyone? - Game goes better refreshed. Coca-Cola! With its lively lift, big bold taste, never too sweet... refreshes just best.**

**Frohman Women Journey**

**South Seas, Fantasyland**

The Sigma Sigma Tau of Refreshmentanyone? - Game goes better refreshed. Coca-Cola! With its lively lift, big bold taste, never too sweet... refreshes just best.**

**BOHN PONTIAC**

**SALES and SERVICE**

**192 Pennsylvania Ave.**

**What's New in the Bookstore?**

- **MOON-BOOKS-BOOKS!** In time for you to autograph for your library. "Origin of Civilized Societies" by Dr. Robert C. Olmsted.
- **Special Notice Regarding Textbooks:** All unsold textbooks are being readied for return to the publisher within the next few weeks! All students are strongly advised to purchase immediately any textbooks they may be needing for the balance of the semester. Absolutely no special orders will be placed for textbooks now in stock - after they have been returned to the publisher.

**Joe's Restaurant**

**“ Everybody Welcome”**

**at the**

**19 E. Main St.**

**Billards**

**T I 8-8284**

**What's New in the Bookstore?**

- **SOFT SHOES**
- **FORMS FOR RENT**
- **FURNISHINGS**
- **HOOBY'S HOBBY LOBBY**

**J OBS A BROAD**

**STUDENTS & TEACHERS**

**NEWSPAPER**

**Largest New directory. Lists hundreds of permanent career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific addresses and names prospective U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries, Exceptionally high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory. P. O. Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona.**

**Summer Jobs**

For STUDENTS

**NEW SYD directory lists 20,000 summer job openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for students includes exact pay rates and job details. Names employers and their addresses for jobs in industry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc. Hurry! John sold out last year. Send two dollars to the above address for Insatiation guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory. P. O. Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona.**

**Summer Jobs**

**for STUDENTS**

**ARGONAUTS COMBINE ACADEMIC AND EXTRACURRICULAR SPIRIT**

**Robertson Secretary Shirley Ann Staufer, senior sociology major from Ranmore, is one of Five Pennsylvania Women at Western Maryland College.**

Because of her outstanding work and ability in her field, she has been asked to do a sociology hearing in the laboratory. This ability will help her in teaching at the university and courses in the sociology field. Shirley Ann Staufer is extremely active in the Student Women's League, and belongs to Pi Gamma Mu and is a member of Phi Theta Kappa. As a member of Sigma Sigma Tau, she is a leader of the college and is a member of the Student Women's League. She is a member of the Student Government Association, and is a member of the Student Women's League. She is a member of the Student Government Association, and is a leader of the college and is a member of Pi Gamma Mu and is a member of Phi Theta Kappa. As a member of Sigma Sigma Tau, she is a leader of the college and is a member of the Student Women's League.
In early July, Nancy Lockwood 20 was spending her last summer at home and then tot ining them back next winter. It was the beginning of the summer vacation, and Nancy had already planned her summer activities. She was looking forward to spending her summer in France, where she was enrolled in a French language program.

Nancy had spent many hours practicing her French, and she was excited to put her skills to the test in a foreign country. She had been learning French for several years and had even spent a year studying in France the previous year. Nancy was looking forward to the challenge of communicating in a language that was not her own.

Nancy had decided to spend her summer in France because she had always been fascinated by the culture and history of the country. She had read many books about France and had even visited the country several times before. Nancy was eager to explore the country further and to immerse herself in the language and way of life.

Nancy had been preparing for her trip to France for several months. She had saved up money to pay for her travel expenses and had made arrangements to stay with a family in France. She had also purchased a travel guidebook and had read up on the customs and etiquette of the country.

Nancy was looking forward to experiencing the food, art, and architecture of France. She was also excited to visit the many museums and galleries that the country had to offer. Nancy had planned to spend several days in Paris, visiting the famous landmarks and attractions.

Nancy was confident that she would enjoy her summer in France and that she would make the most of her experience. She was excited to see what the country had to offer and to learn as much as she could about the language and culture of France.
Joyner, Gage Throw Well; Walker Blasts Ball
But Western Carolina Trounces Terrors Twice

Kroe Hits In Both Tilts Freshmen Make Debuts

During their annual spring tournament, which began in the 1964 version of the Western M. A. C. Conference, the Mountaineers dropped two games while falling in by four runs to the Tar Heels. For various4 problems of the Metro's current season, the Mountaineers staff provided stiff competition.

The first two games were played on the first day of the season, which resulted in wins for Joyner and Walker. The next three games were played on the second day of the season, which resulted in losses for Joyner and Walker.

The third game of the tournament was played on the third day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The fourth game of the tournament was played on the fourth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The fifth game of the tournament was played on the fifth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The sixth game of the tournament was played on the sixth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The seventh game of the tournament was played on the seventh day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The eighth game of the tournament was played on the eighth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The ninth game of the tournament was played on the ninth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The tenth game of the tournament was played on the tenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The eleventh game of the tournament was played on the eleventh day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twelfth game of the tournament was played on the twelfth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirteenth game of the tournament was played on the thirteenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The fourteenth game of the tournament was played on the fourteenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The fifteenth game of the tournament was played on the fifteenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The sixteenth game of the tournament was played on the sixteenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The seventeenth game of the tournament was played on the seventeenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The eighteenth game of the tournament was played on the eighteenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The nineteenth game of the tournament was played on the nineteenth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twentieth game of the tournament was played on the twentieth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-first game of the tournament was played on the twenty-first day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-second game of the tournament was played on the twenty-second day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-third game of the tournament was played on the twenty-third day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-fourth game of the tournament was played on the twenty-fourth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-fifth game of the tournament was played on the twenty-fifth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-sixth game of the tournament was played on the twenty-sixth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-seventh game of the tournament was played on the twenty-seventh day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-eighth game of the tournament was played on the twenty-eighth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The twenty-ninth game of the tournament was played on the twenty-ninth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirtieth game of the tournament was played on the thirtieth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-first game of the tournament was played on the thirty-first day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-second game of the tournament was played on the thirty-second day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-third game of the tournament was played on the thirty-third day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-fourth game of the tournament was played on the thirty-fourth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-fifth game of the tournament was played on the thirty-fifth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-sixth game of the tournament was played on the thirty-sixth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-seventh game of the tournament was played on the thirty-seventh day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-eighth game of the tournament was played on the thirty-eighth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The thirty-ninth game of the tournament was played on the thirty-ninth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The fortieth game of the tournament was played on the fortieth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-first game of the tournament was played on the forty-first day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-second game of the tournament was played on the forty-second day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-third game of the tournament was played on the forty-third day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-fourth game of the tournament was played on the forty-fourth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-fifth game of the tournament was played on the forty-fifth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-sixth game of the tournament was played on the forty-sixth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-seventh game of the tournament was played on the forty-seventh day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-eighth game of the tournament was played on the forty-eighth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The forty-ninth game of the tournament was played on the forty-ninth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

The fiftieth game of the tournament was played on the fiftieth day of the season, which resulted in a win for Joyner.

In the end, Joyner and Walker both had a perfect 30-0 record, with no losses, and led their team to victory in each of the 50 games played during the tournament.
Fun, Frolic, and Fantasy Make Spring Carnival A Happy Prospect For Everyone

Sponsors Tutoring Service To Junior High

One afternoon last week a new class met in room 323. More than a dozen first-year students, including ten who are coming to the college from the area, have enrolled.

Africas, of whom Miss DeGraaf, from the junior high school, is the instructor, and Mrs. A. W. Hovey, of the junior high school, is the assistant, are the sponsors.

They are planning to start work on the Junior High School curriculum, the first week of next month.
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The Gold Bug

by Dorothy S. Jones, Jr.

The story of Jack, in which he describes how he has found a map to the treasure of Captain Silver, has left him with a sense of adventure that he cannot resist. The treasure hunt is not easy, and Jack faces many challenges along the way. However, he is determined to find the treasure and live a life of leisure and freedom.

The Baer Facts

Old Myths And New Realities

by John Baer

With all the myths and legends surrounding the story of Baer, it is hard to know what to believe. Some say that Baer was a great warrior, while others claim that he was a simple farmer. In reality, Baer was a complex individual with a rich history that continues to shape modern society. The myths about Baer are important to understand, as they can provide valuable insights into our own beliefs and values.

400 Candles

A Letter From London

byress Helen Barnes

The letter is full of excitement and detail, with Helen describing her recent visit to London. She talks about the sights she saw, the people she met, and the food she ate. Her descriptions are vivid and engaging, making it easy to imagine being there with her.

Focus on Literature

Book Review: T. H. White's The Once and Future King

by Pete Alexander

T. H. White's The Once and Future King is a timeless classic that has captured the imaginations of readers for generations. The story follows the life of King Arthur, from his early days as a young boy to his eventual coronation as king. The novel is full of adventure, magic, and mystery, and is a must-read for any lover of fantasy literature.

The Golden Age

by Casey Strikes Out

Casey is a talented baseball player who has been invited to join a professional team. However, he is struggling with his confidence and is unsure if he can succeed in the big leagues. With the help of his mentor, Casey learns to overcome his fears and find the inspiration he needs to succeed.

The World Outside

Russian-Chinese Split

No Cause For Laxity

by David Tayler

The apparent split in world Communist policy, made more evident by Khrushchov's recent tour of China, could lead to a splitting of the Communist world. The new policy of Khrushchov might not be popular in the United States, but it could be beneficial to China and the world.

Someone Up There?

Afraid To Face Life

by David D. Greene, Jr.

The story is about a young man who is afraid to face the challenges of life. He is stuck in a rut and doesn't know how to move forward. The main character is faced with a series of difficult decisions, and must find the courage to face them.

The Golden Age

by Roberta Louise

The story is about a group of friends who decide to escape from their daily lives and spend a day at the beach. They enjoy the sun, sand, and surf, and have a great time together. The story is a celebration of friendship and the simple pleasures of life.
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by John Baer

With all the myths and legends surrounding the story of Baer, it is hard to know what to believe. Some say that Baer was a great warrior, while others claim that he was a simple farmer. In reality, Baer was a complex individual with a rich history that continues to shape modern society. The myths about Baer are important to understand, as they can provide valuable insights into our own beliefs and values.
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by Pete Alexander

T. H. White's The Once and Future King is a timeless classic that has captured the imaginations of readers for generations. The story follows the life of King Arthur, from his early days as a young boy to his eventual coronation as king. The novel is full of adventure, magic, and mystery, and is a must-read for any lover of fantasy literature.

The Golden Age

by Casey Strikes Out

Casey is a talented baseball player who has been invited to join a professional team. However, he is struggling with his confidence and is unsure if he can succeed in the big leagues. With the help of his mentor, Casey learns to overcome his fears and find the inspiration he needs to succeed.
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No Cause For Laxity

by David Tayler

The apparent split in world Communist policy, made more evident by Khrushchov's recent tour of China, could lead to a splitting of the Communist world. The new policy of Khrushchov might not be popular in the United States, but it could be beneficial to China and the world.

Someone Up There?

Afraid To Face Life

by David D. Greene, Jr.

The story is about a young man who is afraid to face the challenges of life. He is stuck in a rut and doesn't know how to move forward. The main character is faced with a series of difficult decisions, and must find the courage to face them.
NEWS OF THE WEEK IN

Student Life Council Considers Applications
For Homecoming Queen

The Student Life Council will accept applications for new students running for homecoming queen. According to Dr. Kercher, chairman of the organization, applications may be obtained at the campus mall according to Dr. Kercher, chairman of the organization, applications may be obtained at the campus mall.

BRIEF

The Women's Auxiliary to The College Players will be offering a $200 scholarship to any Western Maryland student with an outstanding record in extracurricular activities in the form of acting or directing.

Addressing the award ceremony of the advisory council, a participant in The College Players, Barry Lazarus has been elected to Who's Who in American Colleges.

STATIONERY STORE
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High On Hill

WMC Salutes Senior Leaders

Barbara Cook, an English major from Eastern West Virginia, and Burnie, has proved herself an outstanding leader of the class of 1964 in many ways. Cur- rently recognized as the best leader of her class, she is also the leader of the Beta Sigma Sigma sorority. In her time dedicated to the college, she has proved herself an outstanding leader of any organization she has been a part of, especially the Beta Sigma Sigma sorority.

While Burnie was busy establishing her leadership skills, Barbara was focused on community service. She has been a passionate advocate for environmental causes and has worked tirelessly to raise awareness about the need for sustainable practices.

Despite her numerous accomplishments, Burnie remains humble and approachable, always willing to lend a helping hand to her peers. She is truly an inspiration to those around her, and her leadership skills are a testament to her dedication and commitment to her community and her institution.
Bentham Is Bombed After Joyner’s Superb Effort

After a disappointing spell of weather which postponed three games, the baseball team played Bonnacon University last Saturday afternoon. Although the weather was fine and the stadium was resolved and ready, they lost 4-6, and the Bentham men managed to tally only two hits, one each by freshmen John Martin and Bob Casey. 

Scott Joyner, sophomore pitching now, delivered a splendid performance for the nine innings it pitched, giving up only 2 hits. In the tenth inning, with the score 4-4, big Jack Bentham replaced Joyner on the mound and pitched for the last three innings. Bentham performed since the plate by means of two Western Marylanders and a timely hit by Art Mundie. 

Besides mentioning Scott Joyner’s fine performance, Mr. Hitchcock was quick to comment on the all around hustle of the team, especially on the number of strike outs which Amorovich got. He was disappointed, however, in the lack of offensive punch and especially at the number of extra base hits which caught us looking.” As a result, Hitchcock has chosen Schmidt for the 330 yard intermediate first with a 50 and Roberta Joyner, sophomore, may get the opportunity to sit on the all around bench and observe when he loses 1-0, and the diamond squad. 

The Sports Day was concluded with the fine playing of the Hood duo of Linda Sherry Fischer placed first and third places in archery with Frank Kidd second with 339. 

Singing goes better refreshed, The largest opening day crowd seen in the history of Western Maryland College watched the play of the track team when the Terrier track team, along the Pan de Fe and the women. The Terrier Gulls, however were outclassed by the women’s discus throw and set a new record for the team. After being passed out the Terriers the 400 yard relay and can be written as competitive. 

The Sports Day was concluded with the fine playing of the Hood duo of Linda Fisher and Elaine Brown shooting 338. The highlights were the versatility of Schade and Butler and the 4:43 put by Art Enkwick. Records in the field were also broken with the double jump, high jump and pole vault.

In sports since team split all-out race in the season, the team ran on the two mile event and sought for the relay team breaking the previous record in that event by the end of this season. 

In his three years as Western Maryland on the track team, Cal Pichard has established himself as the spiritual back bone of the team. His hard work has gained him the admiration of all his team mates, he is an excellent pitcher for the University. Cal has been a very active participant in sports other than track. He was on the varsity track team for three years and he has lettered in track and field at WMC since his freshman year. 

Joyner is a key to Western Maryland— 300 circles hold Cal in high Cal very much deserves recognition for the two wins of last month. 
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The Sports Day was concluded with the fine playing of the Hood duo of Linda Fisher and Elaine Brown shooting 338. The highlights were the versatility of Schade and Butler and the 4-43 put by Art Enkwick. Records in the field were also broken with the double jump, high jump and pole vault.

In sports since team split all-out race in the season, the team ran on the two mile event and sought for the relay team breaking the previous record in that event by the end of this season. 

In his three years as Western Maryland on the track team, Cal Pichard has established himself as the spiritual back bone of the team. His hard work has gained him the admiration of all his team mates, he is an excellent pitcher for the University. Cal has been a very active participant in sports other than track. He was on the varsity track team for three years and he has lettered in track and field at WMC since his freshman year. 

Cal has an entire schedule of events which he must mark as coming. He has an unending faith in training and has elaborate individual training programs for every one on the team, and the fact that he could best for the individual in his participation.

Cal has greatly improved the appearance of the track team, and is most interested in bringing out the team’s outstanding ability in the season. Last year, Washington College won WMC easily and they were favored to do so again this year. The Terrier sport definitely showed improvement. First of all, there is a greater interest in the sport along with the support of a thirty-three man squad. There is work hard and push the team is overcoming most of the other with a toss of 169’9”.

Cal Fuhrmann has established running times. He has an enormous amount of running times. He has an enormous amount of training and went on to Washington College’s Magee Western Maryland in that it is hoped to be the first attempt to take on the Terrier team so often. 

The main opening day were split. With Alexander and the team, the team, the team, the team. 
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May Day, 1964

Parade Heralds
Afternoon Fete
In Amphitheater

Full Schedule of Fun
Friday Until Sunday

Spring is back (more or less) and so is the May Day week-end, when we all can almost logically forget about books, classes, etc. It's just here a good time.

The Junior Class will initiate the activities - Friday night with the Junior Follies.

Parades in Amphitheater
After an undisturbed night of late-minute costume checking, the floats, cars, bands, and other colorful participants in the May Day parade will line up at the Armory at 12:30. From there the parade will move up Main Street through the town, past the college, enter the back of the campus and wind up at the steps of Hoffa Field. The end of the parade will be concluded with the crowning of the dance committee in the College Amphitheater, and the presentation of Bill Penn, Mayor of Complete.

Presentation of May Queen
First will be the presentation of the May Queen. The Graduate Band, in a trumpet fanfare will arrive, followed by the Cigarette Girls. The Parade Heralds will be Janet Bauer and Toni Marcus, and the Queen will serve as Flower Girl and the May Queen will be crowned and Herald. After the presentation the parade will be followed by President Emero.

Following this will be entertainment, including "Love Liads and Drones" performed by Mary Reitz and Sharon Pritchett, "Spring Magic" by Roger Robinson, and the traditional Maypole Dances featuring the freshman women.

Other Activities
Other activities scheduled for the afternoon include a tennis match against Mt. St. Mary's at 2 pm, a baseball game against Dickinson, also at 2 pm, the Intramural Finals in McDaniel Lounge at 2:15 and open house in the tennis and fraternity and sorority rooms in McDaniel from 2 to 4 pm.

Formal Dance
Then at 5:30 pm, the May Day dance, "Younger Than Springtime," sponsored by Phi Alpha Alpha, will take place in Gill Gym. A great deal of credit goes to those who have organized May Day activities.

Program Officials
Serving as General Chairman is Robert Scott. Frank Redford is in charge of properties, Jane Earl is in charge of advertising, Ellen Haggan is publicity, and serving as Marshal is Ronald Gunderson.

Jane, a member of Phi Alpha Alpha, has represented the class of 64 on every May Court since her freshman year and will be escorted this Friday by Lynn Workman. Membership in Argonauts and Pi Gamma Mu, assistant business manager of the '64 Aloha and waitress in the dining hall, are some of the Queen's many positions. Jane was also selected as Western Maryland's entry in Glamour magazine's search for the best dressed coed.

Other Seniors Chosen
Two seniors have been scheduled for the Senior Investiture Service, which will be held in the College Amphitheater at 8 pm. The theme for next year's Senior Investiture Week will be "Intruder in Freshman Orientation Week Dust." The Senior Investiture Service will be held in Alumni Memorial Chapel. A surprise faculty speaker will deliver the address.

Parade to the Armory
After an evening of entertainment the other activities in the May Day parade will move up Main Street through the town, past the college, enter the back of the campus and wind up on the hill behind Hoffa Field. The end of the parade will signal the beginning of the ceremonies in the College Amphitheater, under the direction of Bill Penn, Mayor of Complete.

Presentation of May Queen
First will be the presentation of the May Queen and her court, heralded by Trumpet Fanfare performed by Craig Davis. Serving the court as Freshman Heralds will be Janet Bauer and Toni Marcus. Jane Earl will serve as Flower Girl and the May Queen will be crowned by President Emero.
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First will be the presentation of the May Queen and her court, heralded by Trumpet Fanfare performed by Craig Davis. Serving the court as Freshman Heralds will be Janet Bauer and Toni Marcus. Jane Earl will serve as Flower Girl and the May Queen will be crowned by President Emero.

Following this will be entertainment, including "Love Liads and Drones" performed by Mary Reitz and Sharon Pritchett, "Spring Magic" by Roger Robinson, and the traditional Maypole Dances featuring the freshman women.

Other Activities
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Jane, a member of Phi Alpha Alpha, has represented the class of '64 on every May Court since her freshman year and will be escorted this Friday by Lynn Workman. Membership in Argonauts and Pi Gamma Mu, assistant business manager of the '64 Aloha and waitress in the dining hall, are some of the Queen's many positions. Jane was also selected as Western Maryland's entry in Glamour magazine's search for the best dressed coed.
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Two seniors have been scheduled for the Senior Investiture Service, which will be held in Alumni Memorial Chapel. A surprise faculty speaker will deliver the address.
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After an evening of entertainment the other activities in the May Day parade will move up Main Street through the town, past the college, enter the back of the campus and wind up on the hill behind Hoffa Field. The end of the parade will signal the beginning of the ceremonies in the College Amphitheater, under the direction of Bill Penn, Mayor of Complete.

Presentation of May Queen
First will be the presentation of the May Queen and her court, heralded by Trumpet Fanfare performed by Craig Davis. Serving the court as Freshman Heralds will be Janet Bauer and Toni Marcus. Jane Earl will serve as Flower Girl and the May Queen will be crowned by President Emero.

Following this will be entertainment, including "Love Liads and Drones" performed by Mary Reitz and Sharon Pritchett, "Spring Magic" by Roger Robinson, and the traditional Maypole Dances featuring the freshman women.

Other Activities
Other activities scheduled for the afternoon include a tennis match against Mt. St. Mary's at 2 pm, a baseball game against Dickinson, also at 2 pm, the Intramural Finals in McDaniel Lounge at 2:15 and open house in the tennis and fraternity and sorority rooms in McDaniel from 2 to 4 pm.
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Hats Off To Pledges: Music Men Strike Campus Harmony

In place of a formal editorial, the Gold Bug wishes to extend congratulations to the eighty-five匆 students who were accepted fraternity bids. With the spring bidding pres- ence now deemed successful, a question remains as to those who formulated this worthy effort.

The Alpha Gamma Tau

Entering the Bachelor club- room for permanent residence were: Carl Baker, Butch Behn, Preston Bill Rees, Louis Berger, Steve Blum, Gage Billings, Jeff Ibex, Ed Meyer, Jim Hay, Louis Kavanagh, John Koecher, Charles Moler, The Gamma Betes "Cokie" Sotheum, Gerald Stees, Lee Asador-ian, Dan Bailey, Mike Beach, Kelley, Jack Bentham, a freshman who attended Wa- terloo for a banquet and dance band or combo, but found no openings. Next year he hopes to lead a combo at least on weekends after he graduates.

The World Outside

Candidates on Review

by Dave Taylor

In our first article, we dis- cussed the various potential candidates for the President and Student body. In our last article, it might be well to re-emphasize the problem again, paying special attention to those who were not included in this essay, and the need for a student Vice President. If that student body member states, at this point or later, that he is not the only person qualified for the position, the vote will be either one or the other. Simply stated, the candidate for President, Ron a BENTHAM, while he is not the only one qualified, is not the only one qualified.

Carry the banner of the Republic, and purpose to strike the campus with some fervor.
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BLAND X
There is a hunger in the soul which they can't even imagine--
a moaning, eager intercession of the soul

Come and get it... it's free to all
No sacrifice in too ever small
It's free my boy--
So be half-saved?
You can be sure if it's Presbyterian
Twenty million Baptists can't be wrong

The extreme and often diverse reactions to these people and to
those movements by churchmen evidence the fact that the church is
unformed and surprisingly deaf. Too often the church seems to be
the begetter of wrong and that which is being forced to stand
at such times. It has refused to mercy on us.

I prayhood, I salute thee During this nationally-taped broadcast at

to the Sunday salesmen of the ers from Washington and

When better committees are served Episodians will serve them

Unification—a thinking man's theology
Can't cut any man's breath
Methodism—calms your breath
While it calms your soul

Congregationalists unite--
you have nothing to lose
the staid dry ritual

The Gold Bug, 1954, the church began to
think the racial problem (the unstructured problem) (clock on Sunday morning was ahead of the most, most
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Bachelors Deliver TV to Lucky Housewife

Mrs. Helen Stemp, a Westmin-
ster housewife, was the grand
give away winner in the Harel-
net Junior Follies costume-
ning card at the box office.
May 5. Showing with Mrs.
Stemp was Fred Waddell, frater-
nity president, who presented
the nineteen inch Deluxe Ad-
orable portable television to
Mrs. Stemp.

Thirty per cent of the pro-
ceeds, $19, was donated to the
WMC Christian Fellowship
program. Mary Kappaman was
chosen chairman of the contest.
And the proceeds were given
away to the community and the
college.

Dinner Commences Alumna Fund

The 1961 Alumni Fun was launched on Monday, April 5. Mr. John
B. Riley, Jr., 50, chairman of the
campaign, presided at the din-
er. Dr. Estes was the speaker
for the evening. The program
included Mr. Estes, Mr. D. Rh
Hansard, and Mr. Estes.

A member of Alumna Gamma
to George has served her fel-

Snag ‘Em and Drag ‘Em, Girls, to Frosh Dance

The best Frosh Follies this
year will be tonight at 8:15.
¯

Dr. and Mrs. Miller Receive Honor

Dr. and Mrs. William Gene
Miller of the department of
psychology have been ap-
pointed as Danforth Assoc-
ates. This is an appoint-
ment given to faculty mem-
bers and their wives who
have demonstrated personal
concern for students, com-
bined with scholarly achieve-
ment in the field of teaching.
College faculty chosen for
these appointments must
have major responsibility in
classroom teaching and must
be highly respected as teach-
ers-scholars by colleagues and
students. They are chosen
because they are actively
concerned with the intellec-
tual, moral, and spiritual
growth of the students.

Students Participate in Testing Programs

Changes may be expected in
the testing programs, once
announced by the testing com-
mittee. Specifics of changes
will be placed Monday, May 1
in the bulletin, or the students
may see the changes as part
of the record examinations
(see below for details) during
activities scheduled for thun-
day, May 5 in the dinner.

Keep a look out for seniors
and sophomores.

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding

Please send two new books, "How to Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding," corner your Diamond Kings, both for only 25c. Also and special offer of beautiful 64-page
book for only $1.00 at all stores.

Articles for Wives

Keep a look out for seniors
and sophomores.

Keep a look out for seniors
and sophomores.
Above: "SAM BAXTER. WE'D KNOW YOU ANYWHERE," says President Tinhorn, Eddie Daniels; Dean Trinell, Louise Simms; and Mac Oeki, Bo Knepp, know differently. Porecrest campus, "a haven for the academically slight," takes on a new face for accreditation. No implications unintended.

Top Left: TONY MAGN01'TO and GINNY KREBS fill the theater with the enchanting love song "Who Knows." Tony, who portrays the economics professor who doubles as the responsible assistant treasurer at Forecrest, decides to marry Carol, the French professor, after a short five year engagement.

Top Right: STAN MAKOVER announces the arrival of the train in CEDARBORO, home of Forecrest College, and the 1965 Junior Follies. DOUG MacEwan, a leading character, you could say, just happens to be where he isn't wanted. With a maid like NANCY WHITWORTH, how can the show miss?

PLANNED TO THE MINUTE say the students behind the scenes as they remind everyone 8:15 is curtain time. Bobbi Love Meredith Fordham, Bud Benton, Marty Matthews, George Klevler, Doug MacEwan; ANY QUESTIONS? Director: Student admisslon is $1.25; adults $1.50. Standing room not sold.

Typical carefree students at Forecrest make plans to be perfectly students for the visitation of the president of C.R.E.E.P.

Speaking of creeps, Sam Baxter just seems to be everywhere. He can't stop the show-stopping number, "It's Melony for Me."

WeslIninster Laundry and Dry Cleaning
MRS. FISHER
in STUDENT UNION BUILDING

Join the Charm Club AT COLONIAL JEWELERS 32 W. Main St. Westminster, Md.

Buy Five Charms — Get One Free.
It is not necessary to purchase them at one time.

Carroll Theatre
Fri.- Wed. May 1-4 Walt Disney's "A TREK WALKS"
Thurs. - Sat. May 7-9 Charlton Heston Ava Gardner "SIX DAYS AT EYRING" Only one evening show—7:00
Sun. - Tues. May 10-12 Carol Brady Tom Tryon "THE CARDINAL" One 7:15 evening show
Wed. - Sat. May 13-16 Ann Todd Joan Flynn "THE SON OF CAPTAIN BLOOD"

QUALITY CLEANERS & LAUNDERERS
Management and Staff of Quality Cleaners & Launderers is pleased to have been privileged to be of service to the students of W JC since December 1, 1963. We trust our service has been satisfactory in every way. We at Quality are continually striving to be of greater service to you and your textile service needs.

To properly care for your winter wardrobe we can Clean and Store all your winter garments here in Westminster in our modern Storage Vault until Fall. This will eliminate the drudgery of taking those heavy winter garments home and then tot.ing them back next fall. Please discuss it with Mother and Dad. Call for details, and remember this will cost you nothing until Fall.

OFFICE - DRYCLEANING - TAILORING - FUR & GARMENT STORAGE
1 South Center Street, Westminster, Maryland
FULL SERVICE LAUNDURY & DRYCLEANING
Engler Rd & Monroe Street
848-8559 — Phones — 848-8551

WESTMINSTER MOTORS
Authorized dealer in
IMPERIAL
CHRYSLER
PLYMOUTH
VALIANT

BOHN PONTIAC
SALES and SERVICE
192 Pennsylvania Ave.

WESTMINSTER COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

Game goes better refreshed. And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste. Always just right, never too sweet... refreshes best.

The Gold Bug, May 1, 1964
Dickinson Nine Invades Campus In May Day Tilt
Terror Courtmen Face Old Nemesis - Mount
Hopkins, Ursinus Fall; Home Attendance Dips

After a wet spell and a slow start, the WMC diamonds are "turning around the mountains" as the saying goes. The Singhatabia defense was fal-

The Editors

The Case for... Rains Rain, Rain, Rain

The 1964 edition of the WMC

The average inactive American man

"The average inactive American man when he reaches age 26 has a middle-age body."
Nelson Sheeley Splits his personality to play the roles of Frederic, in the capable Dilson, Roberta Love, Publicity. Miller, and Caroline Von Kleeck speak, as alumni secretary, Elza Kathryn Coleman, sergeant at Ronald Giesey, treasurer. Mi- Baker, social chairman; and This distinction is the highest who have most actively bene-
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officers were recently held in the ative, Esther Thompson. IFC representatJve~; John Baer th ·t t· TI

election, Robert Dinger as vice- Nancy Miller, and Helen Terry his contributions to the town.

At the conclusion. of the con-
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FREDERICK AND WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, Oct. 29 at 8:15 p.m.
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and Mari Dilson, will be followed by a tea party at the Moose Hall in Westminster.
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Brain Trust
Sheeley, Ibach "Got Some Smarts"
Senior Argonaut Nelson Sheeley has contributed much to both academic and extra-curricular activities during his four years at Westminster. Nelson has been industrious in his many activities. Because of this he was selected as a member of Chi Omega Delta Kappa and the 192 Pennsylvania Ave. MATT CREAMER
VISIT OUR NEW SELF-SERVICE ART SUPPLY CENTER. SELECT BRUSHES, PAINTS, PENS AND OTHER ART MATERIALS.
WHAT'S NEW IN THE BOOKSTORE??
- CONSTRUCTION - this is NOT new - our most sincere apologies to the customers, they have to come in and back soon after the Hill to visit us.
- WESTERN MARYLAND pirate-winning design has been transferred to a conservatory, now with the college's own puzzling the college colors. $2.95. Perfect gift to a friend or to The Hill sports enthusiasts.
- "My Big Brown Dog" by Dr. Rhea C. Barker, a history of the University's dogs, now in stock. $3.95. A must for any Westminster book lover. Our attractive gift wrap is available at no charge.
- THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE Daily 9:00 am until 5:00 pm. Student Center Building.

WTRR AM-FM
Join the Charm Club
At COLONIAL COLLEGE 32 W. Main St., Westminster.
Buy Five Charms - Get One Free.
It is not necessary to purchase them at one time.

ARGONAUT PHYLIS W. MCINTIRE, WRC in scholarship and service.
Argonauta and Phi Gamma Mu Magazine. She has been active as a member of the French Club, Colle.

KELLY'S STATIONERY STORE
HORSE, SCHOOL and OFFICE SUPPLIES
- Visit our new self-service art supply center. Select brushes, paints, pens, and other art materials.
- What's new in the bookstore??
- Construction - this is not new - our most sincere apologies to the customers, they have to come in and back soon after the Hill to visit us.
- Western Maryland pirate-winning design has been transferred to a conservatory, now with the college's own puzzling the college colors. $2.95. Perfect gift to a friend or to The Hill sports enthusiasts.
- "My Big Brown Dog" by Dr. Rhea C. Barker, a history of the University's dogs, now in stock. $3.95. A must for any Westminster book lover. Our attractive gift wrap is available at no charge.
- The College Bookstore daily 9:00 am until 5:00 pm. Student Center Building.
Terrors Top Towson—5-3; Strong Pitching Highlights Year

On the afternoon of May 6, the Western Maryland diamondmen forced past last year’s Eastern Champions, Cal Pom, by a score of 5-3. The terrors started out in fine fashion, jumping out to an early lead by scoring two runs in the first three innings. However, Towson fought back in the fourth by scoring two quick runs. In the fifth inning, the terrors again came back in style, scoring three runs in the same stanza to put the game out of reach and win 5-3.

In the course of college life sports have come to play a major role. Fun and entertainment can be had on many occasions, and sports are an end in itself. In the past the terrors had a few runs against the Liberals, but these were not enough to win the game. The score was 6-2. The big hit of the afternoon was scored by freshman John Carey who clubbed a triple with two runners on base. Carey, who is a member of the backfield, has shown in many games this year a fine ability to hit the ball with authority and has become a valuable member of the team.

The Hopkins loss on Saturday afternoon was a big disappointment. Errors and the lack of base running led to a defeat by a team the Terrors had previously defeated. The 12-5 loss was made incomplete by the loss of Walker’s home run, Al Inglis’ bases on balls and Ed Landesman’s two-out triple.

The Hopkins loss on Saturday afternoon was a big disappointment. Errors and the lack of base running led to a defeat by a team the Terrors had previously defeated. The 12-5 loss was made incomplete by the loss of Walker’s home run, Al Inglis’ bases on balls and Ed Landesman’s two-out triple.

The recent overnight camping trip to beautiful Fort Meade produced some interesting results. Out of those who went on the trip, one lad staggered was won by Dennis Adams, who is possibly finding his true talents by playing baseball rather than track.

One of the most important teams in the national competition was the Unbeaten. The Terrors consisted mainly of brotherhood members plus a few others. With so many games they were sure to light up the way.

Larry Donat (B.S.E.E. 1960) is presently a marketing representative in the advertising section of Ohio Bell’s Cleveland office. Larry must plan communications systems which will effectively communicate with others in his own language. No wonder he finds the job so interesting!

He moved to his present assignment after a three-month tour of duty in the Middle East. Larry is well prepared for his most recent promotion. He started off as an assistant enginer in the central office of the company, which was responsible for maintaining the operating efficiency of intricate switching equipment. More time was spent in traffic, training, plant maintenance and various commercial and sales programs, giving him a well-rounded background in communications.

Larry Donat, like many young engineers, is meant to make things happen for his company. Although he is new in the field, his inquisitive mind and hard-working nature have already earned him a reputation for getting things done quickly. And, just as important, he is always ready to learn. Larry Donat is a man who is always willing to give his best and who never shies away from a challenge.

The toughest phone companies—BELL TELEPHONE COMPAANIES

The Editor’s Sport Scope

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Salute: Larry Donat
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Western Motors

Authorized dealer in

IMPERIAL CHEVROLET PLYMOUTH VALIANT

729 E. Main St.
Westminster, Md.
848-1141

Dorothy Ederlese
COSTUMES AND FORMALS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

CHANCELLOR

For Appointments

37 W. Green St.
Tel. 7-4458

IMPERIAL CHEVROLET

BOWL

11-30 p.m.

12-30 p.m.

CHIEF

With

Pokomoke

Including Shoes

Temptos

WESTMINSTER

LARNS

IN THE WINTER, CONSUMER'S

§—Student—Until 9:00 p.m.

24-24-24

Mon. — Fri.

581-5719

CHRYSLER

FOR RENT
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